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Executive Summary
This deliverable D2.4 describes the work performed at the University of Warwick within
the Work Package 2 (WP2) as a member of the P HEME project. Pursuing the goal of
studying the spread of rumours in social media, as well as the way users discuss them
online, the deliverable outlines the efforts to define an annotation scheme, create an annotated dataset of rumourous conversations in social media, as well as to perform a qualitative analysis. The annotation scheme described in this deliverable has been developed
through an iterative process, with two rounds of validation tests with local experts and
a new validation test through crowdsourcing. The validation tests have been carefully
performed by looking at real data, including rumourous conversations collected from the
microblogging service Twitter. The annotation scheme is intended to encompass the wide
variety of types of rumours that may spread and be discussed in the context of different
events and situations. These manual annotations enable us to perform analyses to gain
insight on how rumours propagate in social media.
The development of the annotation scheme is informed by findings from the related
disciplines of Conversation Analysis and Ethnomethodology, but also takes account of
the specific characteristics that make social media different from face-to-face communications.
After coming up with the final version of the annotation scheme for social media rumours, it has been applied through crowdsourcing to a large sample of 330 conversational
threads consisting of 4,842 tweets in English and German. This document describes the
process through which we produced this dataset as well as the outcome. It also describes
the qualitative research performed within Task 2.1, which sheds light on the discussions
produced around rumours in social media. Along with this deliverable, a subset of the
resulting dataset and annotations has been released, to be followed by a complete release
of the dataset in month 24.
The dataset produced in this work package will also be utilised in other work packages
by other members of the P HEME project, such as in WP3 and WP4.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
While inaccurate and questionable information has always been a reality, the emergence
of the Internet and social media has increased this concern due to the ease with which
such information can be spread to large communities of users [Koohang and Weiss, 2003].
This kind of information often starts as a rumour being posted by an individual on social
media such as Twitter1 , Facebook2 , or Instagram3 , and subsequently being passed on
through their social networks and reaching a larger audience. The spread of rumours
may have undesirable consequences as they can convey wrong information to people.
Not only does this affect ordinary individuals who might pass on information without
verifying it, but also professional practitioners such as journalists who may pick up a story
from social media and inadvertently disseminate inaccurate or false information via news
media. Given that the spread of inaccurate information can have dangerous consequences
for society, the analysis of rumours becomes crucial to prevent the diffusion of inaccurate
information and to identify information that is well backed up and verified.
The study of the spread of rumours in social media is attracting increasing interest
within the scientific community [Friggeri et al., 2014, Hannak et al., 2014]. However,
these studies have generally focused on virality and social network analysis of rumours
and have not looked in more detail at the nature of rumours, how they are linguistically
crafted, and how they are subsequently supported and/or denied by others in social media. We intend to fill this gap by first introducing an annotation scheme, a framework for
systematic annotation of different aspects reflecting the content of rumours. Annotated
datasets resulting from this scheme will assist to perform content-based studies on conversations around rumours, and to develop a system that automatically processes rumorous
texts in social media, as well as conversational aspects such as reactions around them.
One of the proposed ways of handling the development of an annotation scheme for
Twitter feeds that moves beyond the work undertaken by [Procter et al., 2013b] on the
1

Twitter - http://twitter.com/
Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/
3
Instagram - http://instagram.com/
2

3
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London riots, is to exploit existing work in the area of conversation analysis as a means
of providing richer annotations of topics as they unfold. Here our primary concern will
be to map out what a grounding of annotations in the microblogging domain might look
like. In particular, we will argue that, whilst conversation analytic approaches will serve
well as a source of inspiration, it is ultimately going to be necessary to re-specify the
interest somewhat as “microblog analysis” in order to steer around the potential dangers
of missing the lived character of how people reason about tweeting as an activity in its
own right.
In this document, we present a review of previous research developing annotation
schemes that are relevant to P HEME, study their applicability to our context, and introduce our own annotation scheme, which has been iteratively tested and revised, developed
for the specific purposes of analysing conversation around rumours in social media and
being able to capture the sequential and nested nature of the interaction. This annotation scheme has then been put into practice for the crowdsourced annotation of a largescale dataset of rumours posted and discussed in social media in the context of 9 different
events. Rumours and their associated conversations were collected from Twitter while the
events were unfolding. We have performed the annotation of 330 threads, in English and
German, associated with the 9 events, originally collected from Twitter but also enriched
with content from other media such as news media and blogs. We analyse the outcome
of this annotation process so as to shed light on the nature of conversations produced by
different types of rumours in social media. This analysis is the result of the conversation analytical social science research conducted within Task 2.1 of Work Package 2 in
P HEME. To perform this analysis, we qualitatively examine a small subset of annotated
examples in order to understand how some parts of the approach we have been advocating
may be brought to bear in order to further enrich our understanding of just what might be
going on over the course of the production and spread of such tweets.
Along with this deliverable, we also release a subset of the annotated dataset, which
will be expanded by releasing the whole dataset in month 24 (December 2015). This
initial sample includes 10 threads, 8 in English and 2 in German, along with all the tweets
annotated with the scheme, information flows, and media links. The dataset released in
this deliverable is in turn an enriched dataset produced from a subset extracted from the
rumour dataset released in WP8 [Wong-Sak-Hoi, 2015]. While WP8 produced a dataset
of around 7,500 tweet threads annotated as rumours or non-rumours, here we release a
smaller subset with 330 of those threads, further annotated for conversation analytical
purposes.

1.1

Relevance to P HEME

This section describes the relevance of this deliverable to the P HEME project’s objectives,
and how it relates to the other work packages in the project.
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Relevance to project objectives

This document outlines our efforts in undertaking the objectives defined in the description
of Work Package 2 (WP2). The goal of this work package is threefold: (1) development
of an annotation scheme that enables the analysis of conversational aspects of rumours
spread through social media, (2) building datasets of social media rumours by making
use of the annotation scheme to annotate rumourous conversations, and (3) performing a
qualitative social science analysis of the resulting datasets of rumours. The deliverables
within this work package will be relevant to numerous other work packages, which will
be using the datasets for different analyses, as well as relying on the analysis presented
here for further understanding of rumour characteristics. When it comes to the use of the
datasets, for instance, WP3 will be using it for the development of machine learning tools
that link cross-media and cross-language rumours, and WP4 will be using it for detection
of rumours and determining the veracity of rumours, among others.
The datasets created in this work package will also enable the study and development
of a methodology and tools for the linguistic analysis of rumours using natural language
processing. In order to carry out this research, here we: (a) perform an introductory
study by characterising social media rumours, (b) perform an interdisciplinary analysis
drawing in particular on Conversation Analysis and Ethnomethodology and (c) develop
an annotation scheme which can be used for the automatic processing of rumours.

1.1.2

Relation to other work packages

The work presented here, especially the datasets produced by making use of the annotation scheme, will be used in various work packages for different objectives within
P HEME’s scope of studying rumours in social media. In Work Package 2, they will support the ontology modelling Task 2.2. Work Package 3 will deal with the development
of open source methods to track the flow of rumours, where the corpora will be used for
development, parameter tuning and initial evaluation. In Work Package 4, they will support LOD-based reasoning about rumours. Task 4.3 also discusses rumour types but their
focus is on belief classification and information diffusion. Work Packages 7 and 8 will
also deal with the annotation of corpora in Tasks 7.2 and 8.2. These tasks will annotate
rumours of interest to the healthcare and journalism use cases, respectively, making use
of the annotation scheme we have defined.
The work conducted in this work package has been developed largely in collaboration with SWI. The annotated datasets of rumours and non-rumours described in D8.2
[Wong-Sak-Hoi, 2015] is used here as an input for our study, which we further expand,
annotate, and analyse. The development of the expanded datasets is crucial for the annotation scheme described in this deliverable which is in turn key for the subsequent creation
of corpora of social media rumours, which will include annotations provided by human
coders. The annotated datasets obtained through this process will then be used to conduct
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research on social media rumours, as defined in the WP2 of the P HEME’s Description
of Work. The annotation scheme is also designed with the goal to facilitate subsequent
computational analysis of rumours using machine learning.

1.2

Outline of the Deliverable

This deliverable is organised in the following chapters. Next, in Chapter 2 we provide
a formal definition of rumours, which combines previous definitions from both scientific
literature and dictionaries, and then we delve into the different rumour types as well as
different actor types that participate in rumour diffusion. The following two sections provide some background relevant to our work. Chapter 3 outlines ideas from the fields of
Conversation Analysis and Ethnomethodology and their relevance to the investigation of
rumour. Chapter 4 discusses existing annotation schemes that are relevant to the purposes
of P HEME. Before we get into the details of our main work, we first describe the rumour
dataset which we rely on and complement for our purposes in Chapter 5. Then, we explain
how the annotation work we have conducted has been crowdsourced and why in Chapter
6. Our proposed annotation scheme is then introduced in Chapter 7, describing how we
have come up with a final version of the annotation scheme after an iterative round of
testing and revising it. Then, after describing the annotation work we have conducted
through crowdsourcing in Chapter 8, we explain the process we followed to finalise the
datasets by including rumour and actor types in the annotation in Chapter 9. We discuss further the extension and iterative refinement of this annotation scheme, and present
the qualitative analysis of social media rumours in Chapter 10. Finally, we summarise
the conclusions drawn from this work, and discuss its limitations and our future work
programme in Chapter 11.

Chapter 2
Defining and Characterising Rumours
A compelling annotation task requires first of all to come up with a solid definition and
characterisation of rumours, so that we can properly inform the task. To this end, we first
review existing definitions of rumour and put them together into a new one. Then, we
present a typology of rumours and describe their characteristics. And to conclude the section, we describe the typology of authors that can participate in rumourous conversations.

2.1

Defining Rumours

While there is a substantial amount of research around rumours in a variety of fields
ranging from psychological studies [Rosnow and Foster, 2005] to computational analyses [Qazvinian et al., 2011], defining and differentiating them from similar phenomena
remains an active topic of discussion within the scientific community. Some researchers
have attempted to provide a solid definition and characterisation of rumours so as to address the lack of common understanding around the specific categorisation of what is or
is not a rumour. [DiFonzo and Bordia, 2007] emphasise the need to differentiate rumours
from other similar phenomena such as gossip and urban legends. They define rumours as
“unverified and instrumentally relevant information statements in circulation that arise
in contexts of ambiguity, danger or potential threat and that function to help people make
sense and manage risk”. This definition also ties in well with that given by the Oxford
English Dictionary (OED): “A currently circulating story or report of uncertain or doubtful truth”1 . Further, [Guerin and Miyazaki, 2006] provide a detailed characterisation of
rumours, emphasising what differentiates them from urban legends and gossip (see Table
2.1 for the characterisation of rumors, gossip, and urban legends). From the differences
posited by these authors, we highlight the following:
• It is of general interest to most listeners.
1

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/rumour
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Rumours

Urban
legends

Gossip

“Serious
knowledge”

Short

Long

Short

Short

Of general interest
to most listeners
Of personal consequence
& interest to listeners
Deals with person known
to speaker or listener
Truth difficult to verify
Must be credible
despite ambiguities
Can be ambiguous
Short or long?
Uses a story plot
Attention gained with
horror or scandal
New or novel
Can be humourous
Unusual or unexpected

Table 2.1:
Characterisation
[Guerin and Miyazaki, 2006].

of

rumours,

gossip

and

urban

legends,

by

• It is of personal consequence and interest to listeners.
• The truth behind it is difficult to verify.
• It must be credible despite ambiguities.
• It can be ambiguous.
• It tends to be a short story as compared to e.g., urban legends.
• It gains attention with horror or scandal.
• It has to be new or novel.
In contrast, urban legends are stories that are usually not credible or of personal consequence to the listeners, but tend to be more engaging and attention grabbing. Urban
legends also tend to be longer stories. The main characteristic that differentiates gossip
from rumours is that the former deal with persons known to the speaker or the listener.
Both urban legends and gossip can be humorous, but that is not a feature that commonly
characterises rumours.
Despite
attempts
to
categorise
them
as
different
phenomena,
[Guerin and Miyazaki, 2006] posit that all three – rumours, gossip and urban legends – are merely ways of keeping a listener’s attention, and are not independently
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definable in themselves except for their particular conglomerate of conversational
properties.
Summing up, here we expand on the OED’s definition with additional descriptions
from rumour-related research, which is richer and we argue more appropriate for our purposes within P HEME. We formally define a rumour as a circulating story of questionable veracity, which is apparently credible but hard to verify, and produces sufficient
skepticism and/or anxiety so as to motivate finding out the actual truth.

2.2

Characterising Rumour Types

Despite coming up with a generic definition for rumours, there are different ways in which
rumours originate and are spread and discussed. This is why we believe that, in order to
perform a thorough analysis of rumours in social media, we need to categorise rumours
into different types. To define a typology of rumours, we look at the two main dimensions
that differentiate types of rumours, i.e., the accuracy of the information presented in the
rumour, and the acceptability expressed by the recipients. For each of these two dimensions, we list the different types of rumours we have defined, and delve into the features
that characterise them.
While the original categorisation of rumours as suggested in the P HEME Description
of Work includes 4 categories (i.e., misinformation, disinformation, speculation, and controversy), here we explain how and why this categorisation has evolved into a two-level
categorisation, with a slight variation on the original categories.

2.2.1

Rumour Types by Accuracy

While the accuracy value of a rumour is usually unknown to most people when it emerges,
the rumour can evolve into a corroborated status as time goes by and new evidence comes
up. With the emergence of new evidence and corroborations or debunks, rumours can
change to a resolved status by proving it true or false. Alternatively, rumours can also
remain uncorroborated, and hence unverified potentially for a long term or even forever.
Based on this categorisation of rumours by accuracy value, we define and characterise the
following types of rumours:
• Accurate Information: the rumour is eventually proven true either by reputable
sources or by strong supporting evidence.
• Unverified Rumours: despite the best efforts of journalists or other professionals,
the veracity of some rumours remains unresolved, which cannot be categorised as
true or false due to the lack of evidence.
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• Inaccurate Information (Misinformation or Disinformation): the information
presented in the rumour is false. This can occur in the form of misinformation,
where the author makes an honest mistake by spreading wrong or misleading information, or in the form of disinformation, where the author deliberately spreads
misleading information. One of our initial plans was to be able to differentiate
between misinformation and disinformation among all the inaccurate information.
However, since the distinction of misinformation and disinformation lies in the intent of the author, and given the difficulty of determining what the intent of the
author might be in most cases, we found this distinction unaffordable even for the
human annotator, and so we limited to the identification of inaccurate information
irrespective of intent.

2.2.2

Rumour Types by Acceptability

Apart from the accuracy of a rumour, the other dimension that we deem characteristic
of rumours is the acceptability expressed by the recipients. How a rumour is perceived,
accepted, and subsequently spread by those who hear about it can determine the reach
of the story. In the specific case of social media, the acceptability of rumours can be
observed in the replies and the subsequent tweets in the life cycle of a rumour. Building
on the original categorisation set forth within the P HEME project, we define the following
three types of rumours by acceptability:
• Speculation: rumours that can be categorised as speculation include early reports
that lack supporting evidence. The OED defines speculation as “the act of talking a
matter over conjecturally.”
• Controversy: controversial rumours are those that produce skepticism by having
many recipients question the veracity of the story, by disagreeing or presenting
opposing views. The OED defines controversy as “The action of disputing or contending one with another; dispute, debate, contention.”
• Agreement: cases where users do not question the veracity of a rumour, and all or
most assume it is truthful, produce a high level of acceptability, which we refer to
as “agreement”.
It is worth noting that the categorisation of rumours by acceptability does not depend
on the accuracy of the rumour, and any value of acceptability can apply irrespective of
the accuracy value of the rumour. Note also that while controversy and agreement are
exclusive, speculation can apply together with one of these two to the same rumour, as an
speculative rumour can in turn spark controversy or agreement. Later in the analysis we
further elaborate on the approach we follow to categorise rumours as being speculative,
controversial, or agreeing.
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Actor Types

For the categorisation of social media users into different actor types (i.e. distinct categories of social media users), we look at different factors. These factors allow us to
analyse what type of role they might play in a rumourous story. The three factors we look
at include:
• Verified vs non-verified users: Twitter grants a special “verified” status to users
whose authenticity has been checked. By having an account as “verified”, Twitter
confirms the authenticity of the user’s identity, and it is mostly used for key individuals such as celebrities and well-known professionals, as well as for brands2 . The
fact that a user has been verified or not therefore provides a reputation level that we
want to analyse in the context of rumours.
• Followers / Following ratio: the number of followers a user has is a value that
shows the importance and reputation of the user. The more followers a user has,
the more likely their credibility and reputability. However, it is also important to
consider how many accounts a user is following (number of followees), since some
users simply follow others to get more followers and boost their reputation. Hence,
by defining the followee to follower ratio, we express the difference in terms of
orders of magnitude between the number of accounts a user is following and the
number of accounts following the user.
• Journalist or news organisation: different from regular users, journalists and
news organisations usually have the commitment to make sure that the information they post is accurate and has been corroborated. However, they also make
mistakes occasionally. To study how journalists and news organisations participate
in conversations around rumours, we differentiate them from other users so we can
analyse their behaviour.
These factors are independent of one another, and hence every user will have a value
for each of the factors. We will use these to analyse how they might affect the role of a
user in the conversational aspects of determining the veracity of a rumour. In the analysis
part of this deliverable, in Chapter 9, we further detail how we categorise authors.

2

https://support.twitter.com/articles/119135-faqs-about-verified-accounts

Chapter 3
Introducing the Conversation Analytic
and Ethnomethodological Approaches
The preceding section of this deliverable is concerned with arriving at a workable definition of ’rumour’ for the purposes of informing the collection of tweets that are immediately identifiable as rumours for the purposes of annotation. However, a longer-term
strategy that we shall also be adopting in Work Package 2 is the use of Conversation Analytic and Ethnomethodological approaches to understand how tweets and whole bodies
of related tweets are organised as social accomplishments, and how rumours are therefore
constituted within this as social accomplishments in some way.

3.1

The Origins of Ethnomethodology & Conversation
Analysis

Ethnomethodology first arose as an approach for analyzing social phenomena in sociology in the 1950s. Its principal articulation as a programme of research can be
found in the works of Harold Garfinkel, most notably his Studies in Ethnomethodology
[Garfinkel, 1967]. What might be termed a radical empirical sociology, it is heavily influenced by the phenomenological writings of Edmund Husserl and the later philosophical
writings of Ludwig Wittgenstein. Its fundamental concern is with how orderly social phenomena are organised by people themselves through concerted local action to produce
them as being recognizably the social phenomena they are taken to be. It focuses on what
people do, and how people do it as a matter of method, such that everyone else can see
that that is indeed what they are doing.
Conversation Analysis was first developed through the work of Harvey Sacks (see the
Lectures on Conversation [Sacks, 1995]). Sacks was one of Garfinkel’s students and his
studies of conversation can be seen as a practical working through of Ethnomethodology’s
programme by taking a readily available phenomenon within society -– namely ’talk’ -–
12
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and seeing just what its organised properties might be as features of the social order.
In a seminal paper dating from 1963, Sacks made some important observations regarding the ways in which sociological description tended to be pursued at that time (and, for
the larger part, since as well). To illuminate his concerns Sacks conceived of a machine
at an industrial exhibition consisting of two parts where one part is designed to undertake
some particular job whilst the other part systematically and contiguously provides a narration of what the first part is doing. He suggested that a lay understanding of this machine
would be something along the lines of a ‘commentator machine’ and that any attempt to
make sense of the machine would involve being able to reconcile the relationship between
the parts doing the job itself and the parts doing the narration.
Sacks’s idea here is to use the machine to represent the social world where you have
a whole bunch of stuff going on that together constitutes the ‘doing’ part of society but,
at the same time, you also have a bunch of talk going on whereby people systematically
narrate their lives, the ways in which their lives are organised, and through which many
of the ‘doing’ parts get implicated or even done. For Sacks the point is that, to understand
the social world you cannot split those two bits apart and make use of the narration part
without first of all looking at the narration part to see just how that works as well. What he
is alluding to here is the tendency within social science to make use of language imported
from the commonsense, everyday world without first of all opening up to inspection the
work that language does in the world. Social scientists make use of language unreflectively as a resource for doing the job of description of the social world without taking that
use of language to be itself a topic for investigation. Thus social scientists are, in reality,
just engaging in the same work as the other narration components within the machine.
Sacks’s work, and by necessity the rest of Conversation Analysis, is therefore heavily
invested in the business of taking the social production of language-based phenomena
as a serious topic for investigation in its own right. As tweets are also language-based
phenomena with their own organizational properties, we are therefore similarly seeking
to understand tweets in this kind of way.

3.2

Respecification

Alongside of this interest of Sacks in the problematic character of sociological description, Garfinkel had already been developing what he called a foundational ’respecification’ of the problem of sociology. It was founded upon a re-working of Durkheim’s
famous aphorism that “The objective reality of social facts is Sociology’s fundamental
principle” [Durkheim et al., 1938]. Grounded in his own reading of the works of Edmund
Husserl, Garfinkel sought to reframe this as a matter of it not being the case that there
were just social facts out there to be picked up and inspected, so to speak, but rather that
the sense of something counting as a social fact was something that was accomplished
itself by the ordinary members of society. The problem was therefore opening up for
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inspection what this accomplishment might consist in. People take for granted that there
is order in the world and they expose in everything they do just what kinds of orderly
arrangements they are presuming will hold. The job of the sociologist is to uncover and
bring into view these assumptions about ’the way the world works’ and to explicate the
ways in which they provide methodologically for the production of orderly phenomena.
The notion of respecification was absolutely central to the work of Garfinkel. It can
be seen to resonate through much of his writing but he gives explicit voice to the idea in
several places. In an edited transcript of a conversation between Garfinkel and Benetta
Jules-Rosette recorded in the summer of 1985 he presents respecification in the following
way:
“Our studies developed a radical, alternate technology of social analysis.
Some of its policies are well known ... These and others were developed in
the attempt to avoid the intractable absurdities that everywhere accompany
classic methods of analytic social studies of practical action. With our alternate methods we have specified several identifying issues of the problem of
social order as discoverable phenomena in and as immortal ordinary society
... These identifying issues are only discoverable. They cannot be imagined
and they cannot be obtained by operating on representations of social order. Their import is that they respecify the ordinary society and do so in
inspectable, detailed ties between practical action and the phenomena of order/production.”, Garfinkel and Jules-Rosette, 1986, unpublished transcript
Using the placeholder ’order*’ for all possible topics of interest ’in-and-as-of-theworkings-of-ordinary-society’ Garfinkel offers a further articulation of the idea in another
later volume of collected works [Garfinkel, 1991])
“Not only the topic of detail, but every topic order* is to be discovered and
is discoverable, and is to be respecified and is respecifiable, as only locally
and reflexively produced, naturally accountable phenomena of order*. These
phenomena of order* are immortal, ordinary society’s commonplace, vulgar,
familiar, unavoidable, irremediable and uninteresting ‘work of the streets’.”,
[Garfinkel, 1991]
This notion of respecifying what it is we might be talking about and not taking for
granted articulations of the social world as features of the social world but rather inspecting how people themselves make them a feature in some way, is central to our own
longer-term strategy within P HEME.
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Respecifying Rumour

So, whilst there is a pragmatic necessity involved in pinning down what phenomena count
as ’rumour’ for the realization of a workable annotation scheme, this should be set against
a longer-term concern with not just taking these assignations for granted but rather treating
them as ongoingly revisable according to what our investigations into rumour production
in Twitter reveal about how people themselves reason about rumour in various ways. Thus
we consider ourselves to also be involved in the job of taking what has been construed
as a topic in other fields, namely ’rumour’, and considering what it could amount to as a
topic of investigation ’in-and-as-of-the-workings-of-ordinary-society’.
A feature of our work over time will therefore be a respecification of ’rumour’ as a
topic of interest for sociological investigation by focusing upon what the ’local production’, ’natural accountability’, and ’coherence’ of phenomena conventionally glossed as
[rumours] look like in praxis. To do this involves moving away from taken-for-granted
assumptions about what ’rumours’ might be, and towards what it might take to be able
to call something a ’rumour’ -– reasonably or otherwise — in lived social action. It also
involves exploring what work members of society are engaged in when they articulate
the proposition that something might be a rumour. What kinds of things does ascribing
something the status of a ’rumour’ accomplish in the world? As a programme of work
this will involve setting aside taken-for-granted notions of what rumour might amount to
and instead looking at: a) what kinds of features of interaction are taken by members
themselves to be recognizable as ’rumour’ in some way; and b) what kinds of work in
interaction ascriptions of rumour to phenomena might be seen to do. In particular this
will be directed towards an examination of how rumour-relevant phenomena are organised features of microblogging practices, and specifically the use of Twitter, in their own
right.
This exercise will build upon an existing corpus of work in the conversation analytic and ethnomethodological literatures that already touches upon rumourrelated matters in various ways. Relevant texts here include: [Meehan, 1989],
[Mellinger, 1992], [Rapley, 1998], [Smith, 1978] and [Wooffitt, 1992] with regard to
the accomplishment of ‘facticity’; [Coulter, 1979], [Harper, 1994], [Jalbert, 1989],
[Sacks, 1995] and [Sidnell, 2011] regarding ‘belief’; [Antaki, 2000], [Bergmann, 1993],
[Goodwin, 1980], [Parker and O’Reilly, 2012] and [Sacks, 1995] with regard to ’gossip’;
and [Clifton, 2009], [Heritage et al., 2001] and [Sacks, 1995] regarding ’subversion’.

Chapter 4
Related Annotation Schemes
Here we discuss the most relevant annotation schemes and corpora that are closely related
to the purposes of our work on the development of an annotation scheme for rumours. We
have organised the annotation schemes into the following subsections: (i) rumour types,
(ii) factuality and sources, and (iii) author types.

4.1

Rumour Types

[Procter et al., 2013b] conducted a study of tweets sent during the 2011 England riots.
They grouped tweets into “information flows”, which is defined as a thread of tweets that
retweet and make comments on a common source tweet. They looked at popular (i.e.
large) information flows, and categorised them into an introduced typology of messages
– media reports, pictures, rumours and reactions – as well as of author types. The paper
provides detailed lists for both types of messages and authors. In the specific cases of
rumours, they include the following subtypes: (i) claim without evidence, (ii) claim with
evidence, (iii) counterclaim without evidence, (iv) counterclaim with evidence, (v) appeal
for more information, and (vi) comment. They identified and characterised how rumours
begin with someone tweeting an alleged incident, and quickly pick up popularity as others
retweet and spread them. The veracity of a rumour is eventually questioned as Twitter
users subject it to various ”facticity tests” (e.g. questioning evidence, applying ”common
sense reasoning”) and over time a consensus is usually reached. However, the authors
posit that even previously refuted rumours can re-surface and continue to be spread.
[Qazvinian et al., 2011] studied the automatic detection of rumours from tweets. They
dealt both with retrieval of rumour-related tweets, as well as with identification of whether
the tweet author endorsed the rumour. In the first step, they categorised a tweet as a
rumour or non-rumour, whereas in the second step they categorised those deemed rumours
as the author of the tweet confirming it, or denying/doubting/questioning the veracity of
the rumour. They used some manually defined queries to retrieve tweets that potentially
16
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concerned rumours (e.g., “Obama & (muslim—islam)” for the rumour on whether Barack
Obama is muslim). They developed a classifier using three different types of features:
content-based, network-based, and Twitter-specific features. They found that contentbased features led to the best classification performance both for the rumour vs nonrumour and for the rumour support vs denial/questioning classification.
[Soni et al., 2014] investigated how linguistic resources and extra-linguistic factors
affect perceptions of the certainty of quoted information on Twitter. They collected
tweets posted by 103 American journalists and bloggers, which were identified from
lists of journalists on Muckrack.com1 and selected quoted content from those journalists by filtering tweets with source-introducing predicates (e.g., claim, say, insist) listed
by [Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2012]. Then they used Amazon Mechanical Turk to annotate
a subset of 1,265 tweets with quoted content from the journalists. The turkers rated the
tweets in a 5-point likert scale from “Certainly False” to “Certainly True”. Using regression techniques, they studied the correlation of features with a claim being true or
false. The features they analysed include: (i) cue words, (ii) cue word groups, (iii) source
quoting the content, (iv) journalists as the authors of the tweet, and (v) claims as the bagof-words of the text in the tweet. They found that cue words used to introduce the claim
did correlate with the factuality perceptions, but other extra-linguistic factors such as the
source and the author were not relevant.
[Zubiaga and Ji, 2014] relied on four aspects that determine how people perceive the
veracity of a piece of information: (i) authority, (ii) plausibility and support, (iii) corroboration, and (iv) presentation. They conducted a study where users rated each of these
four features for tweets and found that users mostly rely on author details to determine
the veracity of a tweet, even though some author details such as location and description are not readily available on Twitter and third party clients’ feeds. Additionally, they
found that corroboration often misleads viewers into falling for a hoax, misunderstanding
that the existence of many supporting claims does not necessarily mean a rumour is true,
which matches up with previous findings in Psychology research for offline information
verification.
These existing annotation schemes for rumours have their merits, but are not detailed
enough for our purposes. We will consider them in the development of our scheme,
incorporating new factors in order to drill down further into the nature and salient features
of rumours.

4.2

Factuality and Sources

[Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009] described the annotation scheme as well as the process they
followed to annotate the existing TimeBank corpus [Pustejovsky et al., 2003] with event
factuality details. While TimeBank includes temporal and event information, FactBank
1

http://muckrack.com/
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adds a new layer providing information about the factuality of those events. Event factuality considers two dimensions, polarity – positive (+), negative (-), or underspecified
(u) – and modality – certain (CT), probable (PR), possible (PS), and underspecified (U).
The annotation was performed by two students, who were instructed to ignore any kind
of real world knowledge and annotate the content of the sentences. This annotation led to
an inter-annotator agreement (computed on 40% of the corpus) of κCOHEN = 0.81. They
found the annotation to be skewed towards cases that were certainly positive (CT+) and
underspecified (Uu), which was not surprising as the corpus was made of news articles
and these types of statements would be expected to predominate. In addition, the annotation scheme also includes the events, which are part of the original TimeBank corpus, the
sources mentioned in the statements and other sources that are relevant to the statement,
such as the text author.
[de Marneffe et al., 2011] collected annotations through Mechanical Turk for the FactBank corpus, which in this case referred to the veridicality of the sentences, defined as
the perceived likelihood of a piece of information being true, informed by context and
real world knowledge. The turkers achieved a lower inter-rater agreement (κ = 0.53)
than [Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009] did with two annotators. They then built a maximum
entropy classifier to automatically determine the veridicality of the sentences.
[Vlachos and Riedel, 2014] described the creation of a corpus of fact checked statements. Using statements PolitiFacts’ Truth-O-Meter2 and the fact checking blog of
Channel 43 as sources, they curated a set of statements annotated as True, MostlyTrue,
HalfTrue, MostlyFalse, and False (the two sources employ different categorisations of
truth, which were manually combined). They removed all statements that could not be
corroborated with online sources. The corpus includes 106 statements at present, which
will be made available online4 .
While the above annotations have been collected for news and political statements,
which we could expect to be grammatically richer and more precise in terms of the factuality expressed, the annotation scheme could also be readily applicable to social media
posts like tweets. It is likely that social media posts being grammatically less comprehensive would lead to more “underspecified” statements, which we will study in detail during
the annotation process. Similarly, we expect that the source of a rumour in a tweet might
not be as clear as in other texts such as news.

4.3

Actor Types

As in other forms of communication, the identity of the person posting (“authoring”)
content on social media may have a bearing on how recipients assess its likely credibility.
2

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/
http://blogs.channel4.com/factcheck/
4
https://sites.google.com/site/andreasvlachos/resources
3
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For example, where there is knowledge of the poster’s previous trustworthiness, this will
influence how new postings are assessed. Similarly, where the poster is understood to be
acting in a professional capacity (e.g., as a journalist), then this (and the organisation they
represent) may also influence how postings are assessed.
[De Choudhury et al., 2012] researched the development of an automatic classification system that identifies types of users on Twitter, which can be useful to differentiate
them in the context of events. They introduced a categorisation of three types of users,
which included organisations, journalists/media bloggers and ordinary individuals. They
used vectors represented by the following features for the classification: number of followers and followees, number of tweets posted, the fraction of tweets that are replies,
the presence/absence of named entities and the topical association of the user’s history
from a list of 18 topics. The named entities and topics were derived using OpenCalais5 .
They use a kNN classifier, which empirically performed better than 9 other classifiers that
they tried. Experimenting with tweets associated with 8 different events, their classifier
performed most accurately when categorising ordinary individuals, with slightly lower
performance values for journalists and organisations.
In their study on the spread of rumours in the context of the 2011 England riots,
[Procter et al., 2013b] also introduced a typology of types of authors that posted the
tweets. This typology included up to 20 types of authors, which defined a fine-grained
categorisation, differentiating, for instance, ordinary individuals from rioters or from researchers. While this represents an exhaustive categorisation of users, it appears to be
specifically crafted for riots and it might need to be revised to generalise it to other types
of events.
Both of these annotation schemes for author types are of interest for our purposes
when annotating authors in rumours. However, while the first might not be specific
enough to consider all the author types that we might need to differentiate in the context of rumours, the second might need to group some of the types into higher level types
to make it generalisable to a wider variety of event types.

4.4

Other Annotation Schemes for Conversations

There are other annotation schemes that also analyse conversational aspects of textual
communication, but significantly differ from the purposes of P HEME of annotating rumours. For instance, some have made attempts to categorise types of dialogue that occur
during argumentation. One such example is the categorisation made by [Walton, 2010],
which includes seven types of dialogues that were observed in cases of argumentation:
(i) persuasion, (ii) inquiry, (iii) discovery, (iv) negotiation, (v) information-seeking, (vi)
deliberation and (vii) eristic. While this categorisation also deals with conversational
practices, it clearly differs from rumours. Even though some types such as information5

opencalais.com
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seeking can also apply to rumours (here we define it as “appeal for more information”
to code the way a statement is presented), other types like negotiation are not straightforwardly applicable to rumours. Related to this, in our own annotation scheme, described
below, we initially included a feature called presentation, which was intended to code for
the type of dialogue.
[Ritter et al., 2010] looked at the use of topic modelling approaches for categorisation
of tweets within conversations. They identify conversations from Twitter as sets of tweets
responding to each other. They list 8 types of conversational messages for Twitter: status, question to followers, reference broadcast, question, reaction, comment, answer, and
response. While this is an interesting typology of conversational messages observed in
Twitter dialogues, it is rather generic and does not specifically tie in within the context of
social media rumours. For our annotation scheme, we define a similar typology for the
specific case of rumours discussed in social media.

Chapter 5
A Dataset of Social Media Rumours
Before getting into detail describing the annotation scheme we have developed for social
media rumours, and performing the annotations using the scheme, first we describe the
data collection process we carried out. This step has been performed in close collaboration
with SWI in their objectives within PHEME’s Work Package 8, and further details can be
found on the deliverable D8.2 [Wong-Sak-Hoi, 2015]. Here we briefly describe the data
collection process, and summarise the outcome, which is crucial for our subsequent steps.

5.1

Building a Dataset of Rumours and Non-Rumours

For the analysis of conversational aspects around rumours in social media, here we
make use of the dataset built in collaboration with SWI in PHEME’s Work Package 8
[Wong-Sak-Hoi, 2015]. This annotation has been conducted by SWI, using the annotation
tool that UWAR developed to that end (see Figure 5.1). The annotation tasks performed
by SWI have enabled the identification of rumours and non-rumours associated with 9
different events, as well as additional annotation, which we briefly summarise next due to
its relevance to our analysis. Through our annotation tool, we sampled a set of tweets for
each of the 9 events; these tweets were sampled by selecting the most retweeted tweets,
which allows us to select the tweets that sparked most interest, in line with our definition
of rumours. The sampled source tweets, which needed to be annotated as rumours or
non-rumours, were enhanced with additional context from the conversations associated
with them. We describe how these conversations were collected in Section 5.2. Table
5.1 summarises the statistics of the annotation work, showing the number of rumours and
non-rumours identified for each of the 9 events.
For the purposes of our study here, we focus on the 2,695 tweets annotated as rumourous. These rumourous tweets have been annotated in three different languages:
2,460 in English, 198 in German, and 37 in French. This allows us to perform a crosslingual study. For these rumourous tweets, the annotation has also included additional
21
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Figure 5.1: Screenshot of the annotation tool used by SWI to identify rumours and nonrumours.

annotations that are crucial for our study within Work Package 2:
• Categorisation of tweets within stories: besides identifying whether the tweets
could be deemed rumourous at the moment of posting, the manual annotation also
categorised the rumours into stories. The categorisation of rumours into stories was
performed by associating each story with a “rumour title”, which in turn allows
us to have multiple tweets grouped within the same rumour title. With multiple
tweets within a rumour title, we can build stories comprised of a timeline of tweets
referring to the same rumour.
• Addition of media links: each of the stories was also manually associated with
Event name
Sydney Siege
Ottawa Shooting
Charlie Hebdo
Germanwings
Ferguson
Prince to play in Toronto
Gurlitt
Putin missing
Essien has Ebola
TOTAL

All threads
1966
1152
2129
5282
12595
298
684
923
18
25047

Annotated
1321
901
2169
1024
1183
241
386
266
18
7509

Rumours
535
475
474
332
291
237
190
143
18
2695

Rumour stories
61
51
61
19
42
6
3
6
1
250

Non-rumours
786
426
1695
690
892
4
196
123
0
4812

Table 5.1: Outcome of the annotation of rumours (see D8.2 for further details).
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additional sources on the Web covering the story. The association of web links with
a rumourous story included the annotation of two more values: (1) whether it was
an article from news media, a blog post, a social media post, or another type of
media, and (2) the position of the article as supporting (for), observing, or denying
(against) the veracity of the rumour.
• Identification of rumours proven true, false (mis/disinformation), or remaining
unverified: each of the stories was further investigated by journalists at SWI, looking on the Web, multiple news media, as well as social media, to find out whether a
rumourous story had been later proven true or false. In cases where the truthfulness
of a story was later proven true or debunked, it was annotated as such. Otherwise,
the story was not be marked for any of these two options, which reflects that the
story remained unverified, to the best of our knowledge.
• Annotation of turnarounds: the many tweets that conform a story express different stances. With turnarounds, we wanted to capture the first tweet in the timeline
of the story that introduces the first clear stance that either verifies the story as true
or discredits it by proving its falseness. This is only applicable, by definition, to
stories annotated as proven true or false. The manual annotation included the selection of the very first turnaround tweet that provides the first opposing view from a
reputable source or supported with strong evidence.
For further details
[Wong-Sak-Hoi, 2015].
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D8.2

Complementing the Dataset with Conversations, Information Flows, and Unpacking URLs

While the 2,695 rumourous tweets from the dataset described above and created within the
Work Package 8 are used here as a starting point, for our purposes of performing different
analyses around rumours, we need to complement the tweets with conversations, information flows, and external URLs, which we describe next. The resulting dataset including
conversations, information flows and external URLs is used in subsequent Chapters of
this deliverable.

5.2.1

Complementing with Conversations

We rely on the above dataset which provides what we call the rumourous source tweets,
for which we collect the conversations they sparked. As a native feature on Twitter, users
can reply to one another. Hence, we look for all the replies that came after the 2,695
rumourous source tweets for the 9 events in the dataset. While Twitter does not provide
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an API endpoint to retrieve conversations sparked by tweets, it is possible to collect them
by scraping tweets through the web interface. We developed a tool that enabled us to
collect and store complete conversations for all the rumourous source tweets. As a result,
the conversation sparked by a source tweet can be visualised in a thread, as shown in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Example of a conversation generated by a rumourous tweet.

The collection of conversations for the 2,695 rumourous source tweets obtained
34,849 tweets, 2,695 being source tweets and 32,154 being replies to those.

5.2.2

Complementing with Information Flows

While the source tweets are posted by a single author, and can be responded to by
others with different types of thoughts and opinions, another important type of activity that we want to capture is the spread of the tweet, which we refer to as information flows. The term information flow within the context of Twitter was first coined by
[Lotan et al., 2011], who define it as “an ordered set of near-duplicate tweets”. In practice, this can be achieved by putting together retweets of the source tweet, i.e., tweets
with the original content of the source tweet, which are passed on by a user to their followers. Hence, for all 2,695 source tweets, we put together all the retweets available in
our datasets. This amounts to 62,163 retweets for all those source tweets, an average of
23.07 retweets per source tweet.
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Complementing with Content from External URLs

To enable the cross-media analysis that we planned, we also collect the content from other
media, so that we complement our dataset originally focussed only on Twitter. The crossmedia links were complemented in two different ways: (1) by collecting all the links
pointed to from all the tweets, including source tweets and replies, and (2) by collecting
the links that were manually annotated, as described in Section 5.1. With the collection
of each of these links, we store the following data:
• The content of the link.
• The equivalent long URL for the link, given that many links on Twitter are shortened.
• The type of media (text, image, video, etc.).
• The title of the web page, except when it is image or video, where it is not available.

Chapter 6
Defining a Crowdsourcing Methodology
for the Annotation of Rumourous
Conversations
In this chapter we set forth the crowdsourcing methodology we have developed for the
annotation of conversations around rumourous social media posts. We begin by justifying
the need for a commercial crowdsourcing approach such as CrowdFlower1 over other
alternatives, and then delve into the settings of the crowdsourcing jobs, describing first
how we disaggregate the tasks to facilitate the work, and detailing then the parameters we
specified.

6.1

Why the Annotation was Crowdsourced

Having as a goal a large-scale annotation of rumourous conversations sampled from the
dataset we have put together in P HEME, we studied different ways to perform the annotation. Since this a time-consuming task, and consequently expensive, we wanted to come
up with a solution that would be economically affordable, efficient and reliable. We have
considered different approaches for the annotation of the conversations:
1. Recruit local volunteers to do the annotations.
2. Use a free crowdsourcing platform.
3. Use a commercial crowdsourcing platform.
We carefully studied all three possibilities. First of all, we observed that we needed
a large number of people to perform the annotation work, given that the work is timeconsuming, and it can become cumbersome for a single person when spending many
1

http://www.crowdflower.com/
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hours on it and may result in low quality work. This requirement made it impossible to
have people recruited locally to do the job. Hence, we needed a crowdsourcing platform to
reach out to a larger community of users who could do small parts of the job, so we studied
the viability of using free crowdsourcing platforms. One of the best-known solutions for
free crowdsourcing is CrowdCrafting2 , which enables the submission of annotation work
to be performed for free by others. We found two main issues with this alternative: (1) the
users who do the jobs in free crowdsourcing platforms would like to get something back if
they do not get paid, which can happen, for instance, with the annotation of health-related
data that they can find beneficial even if only indirectly for themselves, and (2) we noticed
that the completion of most of the jobs was very slow in this platform, occasionally taking
up to 2 years to complete small batches of jobs. Since our annotation would probably not
provide the users any non-economic benefit, and we would need to have the results in a
reasonable time after submitting them, this alternative was not viable. It is also worth
mentioning that while other partners within the P HEME consortium such as USH do have
a platform and experience in crowdsourcing reports during unfolding events, this is not
applicable to our scenario where we are seeking annotations for conversational aspects as
observed in Twitter.
Hence, having found that the first two alternatives would not work for us, we ended
up using a paid crowdsourcing platform so as to maximise speed [Procter et al., 2013a].
Crowdsourcing has been used extensively for the annotation of Twitter corpora in similar
works for natural language processing [Finin et al., 2010, Paul et al., 2011]. After studying different alternatives, we chose CrowdFlower3 as it provides a flexible interface and
has fewer restrictions than Amazon Mechanical Turk4 .

6.2

Disaggregating Annotation Task into Microtasks

The annotation of an entire rumourous conversation can become time-consuming and
cumbersome as it involves the annotation of all four features for all tweets in a conversation [Zubiaga et al., 2015]. As a first step we split the conversation into triples, where
each triple consists of a tweet, which replies to the source tweet either directly or indirectly, its parent tweet (the tweet it replies directly to) and the source tweet (see Figure
6.1). If the tweet replies directly to the source tweet and no other previous tweet in the
conversation then this is a tuple rather than a triple. Where the objective is to annotate
the source tweet, this will appear on its own. Along with these tweets, we also show
annotators the title assigned to the conversation during the rumour identification phase
(see Chapter 5), which facilitates crowdsourced annotation of conversations by keeping
in focus what the rumour is about.
To facilitate the task of the annotators further [Cheng et al., 2015], we narrowed down
2

http://crowdcrafting.org/
http://www.crowdflower.com/
4
https://www.mturk.com/
3
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Figure 6.1: Example of a tweet triple as shown to the annotators.

the annotation unit to a single feature for each tweet triple, i.e., an annotator that accepts
a microtask would be able to focus on a single feature (e.g. Response Type) without
having to switch to other features. This can significantly speed up the process of annotating the same feature across triples or even different conversation threads. An alternative
way of narrowing down the annotation task unit would be to ask each worker to annotate all the features for a single tweet. However, this would involve having to focus on
different features, understanding the annotation guidelines for all of them at the same
time, and requires more effort and concentration. Instead, our approach lets workers focus on a single feature, which makes the task guidelines easier to read and understand
well. The disaggregation produced a total of 10 different microtasks that we then set up
in the crowdsourcing platform. These 10 microtasks include 3 tasks for source tweets
(annotation of each of support, certainty, evidentiality), 3 tasks for first-level replies (annotation of response type wrt the source tweet, certainty, evidentiality), and 4 for deep
replies (annotation of response type wrt the source tweet, response type wrt the previous
tweet, certainty, evidentiality). Each of these represent a separate job on the crowdsourcing platform.

6.3

Crowdsourcing Tasks Parameters

Our annotation units consist of either a triple/tuple of tweets or a single source tweet,
annotated for a particular feature. For each annotation unit we collected annotations from
at least 5 different workers. Each CrowdFlower job consists of 10 annotation units as
described above. Thus this is the minimum an annotator commits to when accepting a
job. We paid $.15 for the annotation of each set of 10 units. In order to make sure that the
annotators had a good command of the language in which the tweets are written, we re-
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strict participants to relevant geographical areas. In our cases, we restrict the participants
to those from the United States and the United Kingdom for English tweets, and to those
from Germany and Switzerland for German tweets.
We performed an initial test on CrowdFlower to evaluate these parameters, which
allowed further optimisation for the final crowdsourcing task. The initial tests helped
us optimise the settings in the following two aspects. Firstly, we identified that having
always 5 annotators (as was our initial configuration) was not optimal, as often more
annotators were needed to reach agreement (defined below) in difficult cases. Thus, we
enabled the variable judgments mode which allows us to have at least 5 annotators per
unit, and occasionally more, up to a maximum number of annotators until a confidence
value of 0.65 is reached. In most cases it was sufficient to set the maximum number of
annotators to 7, apart from evidentiality where it was set to 10. Evidentiality is more
challenging as one can assign 7 different values and more than one option can be picked,
thus increasing the chance for a diverse set of annotations. Secondly, we noticed that
some annotators were completing the task too fast, annotating a set of 10 units in a few
seconds. To avoid this, we changed the settings to force the annotators to spend at least
60 seconds annotating sets of 10 source tweets, and at least 90 seconds annotating sets of
10 units of replying tweets.
To further guarantee the high quality of the annotations, we also created test questions
for each annotation job. Test questions are sample tweets that we submitted with their associated annotations, and the annotators needed to match at least 70% of our ground truth
annotations to quality for the job. This step in turn helped us get rid of underperformers
that could harm the quality of the annotations.
The resulting settings have been used in subsequent crowdsourcing jobs, which we
will describe in Chapter 8.

Chapter 7
An Annotation Scheme for Rumours
Having studied existing annotation schemes and their suitability for our purposes, we set
out to develop a new annotation scheme adapted to the context of conversational threads
around rumours in social media. This annotation scheme needs to be as generalisable as
possible to different kinds of rumours that are discussed and disputed in social media,
providing annotations that will enable the study of both linguistic aspects of the conversations, as well as sociological aspects that can be observed in the behaviour of participants.
To define this annotation scheme, we have followed an iterative process where it has
been progressively tested and refined. First, we defined an initial annotation scheme that
was based on the aforementioned schemes, which was then tested by assessing rumourous
conversations extracted from Twitter. These rumourous conversations have the form of a
thread, where a tweet starts the conversation, and subsequent tweets reply to that or other
replying tweets, all of them having a parent tweet (see Figure 5.2 for an example of a
rumourous conversation). This testing brought to light a set of strengths and weaknesses
in this initial scheme, which was then refined in a new version. This new scheme was then
tested again, in this case using also a crowdsourcing platform, to validate the changes.
This chapter describes the steps of this process, showing the resulting annotation scheme.
We will then follow in the next chapter by describing how we put it into practice with the
creation of the annotated corpora that is being used in the P HEME project for the study of
social media rumours.

7.1

Preliminary Annotation Scheme

Here, we take up the development of the annotation scheme from the latest version we
presented in the earlier deliverable D2.1 [Zubiaga et al., 2014]. Then, after having tested
an initial annotation scheme with two people on site, we identified certain characteristics
for simplifying the annotation scheme and for making it simpler to understand and affordable to be used for manual annotation. These annotation tests helped us identify both the
30
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strengths and the weaknesses of the initial annotation scheme. The test helped us find out
that some of the features were suitable as they were, while others needed to be combined
as they were adding redundant information and others needed to be slightly redefined.
The annotation scheme included, since the very beginning, two distinguishable parts
in each rumourous conversation. These two parts include the source tweet, which is the
one that starts a rumourous conversations, and replying tweets, which are all those that
reply to that tweet. From the discussions after the first annotation tests, there was a strong
agreement that the differentiation of two parts in a rumour was necessary. This is true
especially when it comes to the source tweet, which is the one that introduces the rumour,
and needs to be differentiated from the rest as replying tweets. However, there was a
suggestion to redefine the other part, originally referred to as spread and reactions, which
has now been renamed as replying tweets. Instead of annotating the conversation as a
whole by asking each annotator to go through all the tweets in a conversation, which was
rather complicated due to the need of aggregating all the responses and providing a single
annotation, the new proposal was to annotate each response tweet separately. Borrowing
from conversational analysis and the concept of adjacency pairs and turn taking, we argue that each response tweet should be understood as a posting that is paired with some
previous tweet – i.e., the former is either a retweet, a reply to or otherwise mentions the
author of the latter. From this, we conclude that each tweet subsequent to the source tweet
should be annotated in the context of the tweet to which it is paired – that is it is annotated
for how it can be seen to stand in relation to that particular preceding tweet. Therefore,
we relabel the two parts of the annotation scheme from originally referred to as message
crafting and spread and reactions to the new labels defined as source tweet and replying
tweets.
For these two newly defined parts of the annotation scheme, we then defined the features that were deemed relevant and discarded the rest. The resulting annotation scheme
is shown in Figures 7.1 (for source tweets) and 7.2 (for replying tweets). We consider
this as the preliminary annotation scheme at this point, which we have since tested and
revised further to come up with the final annotation scheme that we will describe later in
this deliverable.
We will now describe the annotation tests conducted with this preliminary annotation
scheme, and how this helped us to come up with the final version.

7.2

Validation and Revision of the Preliminary Annotation Scheme

While we had an earlier version of the annotation scheme tested by two people on site,
we wanted to further test this preliminary annotation scheme. This time, we enlisted the
help of two experienced PhD students in Applied Linguistics, who had prior experience
in Conversation Analysis. One of them had also long term experience with Twitter as a
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Factuality

Source Tweet

Plausibility
(+) Plausible
(+) Dubious
(+) Implausible

Polarity

Modality

(+) Positive
(+) Negative
(+) Underspecified

(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

Certain
Probable
Possible
Underspecified

Support

Evidentiality
(+) Witnessed
(+) Quoting source
(+) No evidence

Author Type

(+) Organization
(+) Journalist / Media blogger
(+) Ordinary individual

Figure 7.1: Annotation scheme for source tweets that initiate rumors
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Response Type

Factuality
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

Agreed
Disagreed
Comment
Appeal for more info

Modality

(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

Certain
Probable
Possible
Underspecified

Support

Evidentiality
(+) Witnessed
(+) Quoting source
(+) No evidence

Author Type

(+) Organization
(+) Journalist / Media blogger
(+) Ordinary individual

Figure 7.2: Annotation scheme for tweets responding to the initial rumourous tweets, as
well as subsequent responses
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user. We sought people with this expertise for further help revising the scheme. These
two students spent one hour each with us, thinking aloud while they were annotating
rumourous conversations. Being still a small-scale annotation, we did not make use of the
crowdsourcing platform, but we continued using the annotation tool we developed to this
end. The crowdsourcing platform is instead used in subsequent steps after we revised this
preliminary annotation scheme.
Thanks to the feedback we got from previous annotation tests, we could update the
annotation tool accordingly. Figure 7.3 shows the revised version of the annotation tool.
The main update with respect to the previous version of the tool used is that the features
to be annotated are presented one by one (instead of all at once as before), and that the
questions are much more descriptive than before, so it should be easier for the participants to remember what e.g. “plausibility” means. For instance, instead of asking them to
annotate “modality”, we ask them “Is the author confident about their statement?”. The
responses are also more descriptive now, e.g., for the question above, we show the following possible answers: a) Yes, they are entirely confident, b) They are slightly unsure,
c) They are not very sure, and d) It’s unclear.

Figure 7.3: Screenshot of the revised tool for annotation of rumourous conversations.

In these new tests we could identify numerous improvements needed in the annotation
scheme, in comparison with those we found out with the earlier tests. The most important
improvement, and probably the main issue with the previous version, is that the participants felt much more comfortable while doing the annotations from the very first tweet
(they needed about 10 tweets in the previous tests to get used to the scheme). The fact that
features are now shown one by one, and that they are associated with descriptive questions and answers, helped them to get familiar with the tool and the scheme much faster.
The fact that they did not ask about the meaning of some feature at any point shows a
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significant improvement in this sense. This helps both reduce the amount of information
needed to include in the guidelines, as well as the time needed to learn how to annotate.
Besides the need for disaggregating the whole annotation task into smaller microtasks,
we identified additional improvements to be applied to the annotation scheme. One of the
major changes we did at this point in the annotation scheme was to combine both schemes
for source tweets and replies into a single one. We did this because we noticed that most
of the features were equivalent for sources and replies, except for the support. Response
type, annotated only for replies, has the same values as in the previous version: agreed,
disaggred, appeal for more information, or comment. However, it is worth mentioning
that it is annotated twice, as we felt the need to annotate the type of response that a tweet
represents with respect to the previous tweet as well as with respect to the source of the
thread. What was previously referred to as polarity for source tweets, it is now called
support, where its possible values have also been renamed, while the meaning is similar:
positive changes to supporting, and negative to denying.
We also identified the need for expanding the types of evidence that could be annotated. While we only had three before, this was often insufficient, as the annotators
suggested, and therefore we revised evidentiality to include seven different options: (1)
first-hand experience, (2) pointing to URL with evidence, (3) quotation of a person or
organisation, (4) attachment of a picture as a proof of evidence, (5) quotation of an unverifiable source, (6) employment of reasoning, and (7) lack of evidence. This expanded list
of values for evidentiality would enable us to further specify the type of evidence given in
a tweet, especially to differentiate all different types of sources that can be quoted, which
was not distinguished before.
Besides the changes above, we also needed to make the task a bit simpler to the extent
possible, and noticed that we could take out two of the features from the original annotation schemes. On one hand, we noticed that rumours, as they are widely spread due to
the uncertainty they produce, tend to be plausible by definition. We realised that most
of the tweets were being annotated as being plausible, and therefore it was not useful to
annotate for plausibility. On the other hand, it was becoming very difficult for annotators to annotate the author type. This occurred because the annotators are focussing their
annotation work on the content of tweets, and moving then to an annotation related to
the author of the tweet was difficult. It was also challenging to do this annotation as it
requires looking at many different factors that each user has. Due to this, we opted for
automatically inferring the author types from their metadata, as this can be possible for
author type codeframe we defined in Section 2.3.
The resulting annotation scheme is shown in the revised scheme in Figure 7.4.
We define the features included in this revised annotation scheme as follows:
Support: Support is only annotated for source tweets. It defines if the message in the
source tweet is conveyed as a statement that supports or denies the rumour. It is hence
different from the rumour’s truth value, and intends to reflect what the tweet suggests
is author’s view towards the rumour’s veracity. The support given by the author of a
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Tweet

Support
(+) Supporting
(+) Denying
(+) Underspecified

Replying
Tweet
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Response
Type
(x2 for deep
replies)
(+) Agreed
(+) Disagreed
(+) Appeal for
more information
(+) Comment

Certainty

Evidentiality

(+) Certain
(+) Somewhat
certain
(+) Uncertain

(+) First-hand
experience
(+) URL pointing to evidence
(+) Quotation
of person or
organisation
(+) Attachment
of picture
(+) Quotation
of unverifiable
source
(+) Employment
of reasoning
(+) No evidence

Figure 7.4: Annotation scheme for rumourous social media conversations.
tweet can be deemed as: (1) supporting the rumour, (2) denying it, or (3) underspecified,
when the author’s view is unclear. This feature is related to the “Polarity” feature in the
factuality scheme by Saurı́ et al. [Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009].
Response Type: Response type is used to designate support for the replying tweets.
Given a source tweet that introduces a rumourous story, other users can reply to the author,
leaning for instance in favour or against the statement. Some replies can be very helpful
to determine the veracity of the rumour, and thus we annotate the type of reply with one of
the following four values: (1) agreed, when the author of the reply supports the statement
they are replying to, (2) disagreeing, when they deny it, (3) appeal for more information,
when they ask for additional evidence to back up the original statement, or (4) comment,
when the author of the reply makes their own comment without adding anything to the
veracity of the story. Note that the response type is annotated twice for deep replies, i.e.,
tweets that are not directly replying to the source tweet. In these cases, the response type
is annotated for a tweet determining two different aspects: (i) how the tweet is replying
with respect to the rumour in the source tweet, and (ii) how the tweet is replying to the
parent tweet, the one it is directly replying to. This double annotation allows us to better
analyse the way conversations flow, and how opinions evolve with respect to veracity. The
inclusion of this feature in the annotation scheme was inspired by [Procter et al., 2013b],
who originally introduced these four types of responses for rumours.
Certainty: Certainty measures the degree of confidence expressed by the author when
posting a statement in the context of a rumour and applies to both source tweets and
replies. The author can express different degrees of certainty when posting a tweet, from
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being 100% certain, to considering it as a dubious or unlikely occurrence. Note that
the value annotated for either support or response type has no effect on the annotation
of certainty, and thus it is coded regardless of the statement supporting or denying the
rumour. The values for certainty include: (1) certain, when the author is fully confident
or the author is not showing any kind of doubt, (2) somewhat certain, when they are not
fully confident, and (3) uncertain, when the author is clearly unsure. This feature and
the possible values were inspired by [Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009], who referred to it as
“modality” when annotating the factuality of news headlines.
Evidentiality: Evidentiality determines the type of evidence (if any) provided by an
author and applies to both source tweets and replying tweets. It is important to note that
the evidence has to be directly related to the rumour being discussed in the conversation,
and any other kind of evidence that is irrelevant in that context should not be annotated
here. Evidentiality can have the following values: (1) first-hand experience, when the
author claims to have witnessed events associated with the rumour (2) attachment of a
URL pointing to evidence, (3) quotation of a person or organisation, when an accessible
source is being quoted as a source of evidence, (4) attachment of a picture, (5) quotation
of an unverifiable source, when the source being mentioned is not accessible, such as “my
friend said that...”, (6) employment of reasoning, when the author explains the reasoning
behind their view, and (7) lack of evidence, when none of the other types of evidence is
given in the tweet. Contrary to the rest of the features, more than one value can be picked
for evidentiality, except when “lack of evidence” is selected. Hence, we cater for the fact
that a tweet can provide more than one type of evidence, e.g. quoting a news organisation
while also attaching a picture that provides evidence.

7.3

Final Validation and Revision of the Revised Annotation Scheme

The revised annotation scheme was then further tested, in this case by making use of our
real annotation scenario through crowdsourcing. We sampled a small subset of 8 threads,
and tested the annotation scheme using crowdsourcing.

7.3.1

Dataset Sampling for Testing the Scheme

To validate and assess the viability of crowdsourcing annotations using our scheme, we
sampled 8 different source tweets and their associated conversations from the 784 rumours
identified for 3 of the events. These were the events that we had readily available at the
time. This includes 4 source tweets for the Ferguson unrest, and 2 source tweets each for
the Ottawa shootings and the rumourous story of Essien having contracted Ebola (Table
7.1 shows the number of source tweets and replies included in each case).
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Event
Src. tweets 1st rep. 2nd rep.
Ferguson unrest
4
63
58
Ottawa shootings
2
20
35
Ebola
2
22
10
TOTAL
8
105
103
Table 7.1: Tweets sampled for annotation.

7.3.2

Validation through Crowdsourcing and Reference Annotations

This sample of 8 threads including 216 tweets was submitted to CrowdFlower for crowdsourced annotation. Through these tests, we collected the crowdsourced manual annotations for all features associated with the 216 tweets. This amounts to the annotation
of 4,974 units (tweet triple+feature combination), and was performed by 98 different
contributors. The final set of annotations was obtained by combining annotations by all
workers through majority voting for each annotation unit. The cost for the annotation of
all 8 threads amounted to $102.78.
Having at least 5 annotators per tweet-feature pair, we could compute the agreement of
annotators with one another, and measure the quality to some extent. However, for further
testing and validation, we also wanted to measure how accurate they were compared to
a ground truth that we would establish. In order to have a set of reference annotations
to compare the crowdsourced annotations against, the whole annotation task was also
performed by one member of the UWAR partner, which we use as a reference annotation
(REF). A second annotator, a member of the SWI partner, annotated also one third of the
whole (REF2). This allows us to measure three things: (1) agreement of crowdsourced
annotators with one another, (2) agreement between the two reference annotations (REF
and REF2), and (3) agreement between the crowdsourced annotators and the reference
annotations.

7.3.3

Analysis of of the Crowdsourced Annotation

In order to report inter-annotator agreements, we rely on the percent of overlap between
annotators, as the ratio of annotations that they agreed upon. Table 7.2 summarises the
agreement values between different annotations. The inter-annotator agreement between
REF and REF2 was 78.57% measured as the overlap. This serves as a reference to assess
the performance of the crowdsourced annotations in subsequent steps. When we compare
the decisions of each of the annotators against the majority vote, we observe an overall
inter-annotator agreement of 60.2%. When we compare the majority vote against our
reference annotations, REF, they achieved an overall agreement of 68.84%. While this
agreement is somewhat lower than the 78.57% agreement between REF and REF2, it is
only worse when annotating for “certainty”, as we will show later. This also represents
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a significant increase from earlier crowdsourcing tests performed before revising the settings, where the annotators achieved a lower agreement rate of 62.5%. When breaking
down the agreement rate for each of the features (see Table 7.3), we see that the agreement
values range from 58.17% for certainty in reply tweets, to 100% for support in source
tweets. The agreement rates are significantly higher for source tweets, given that the annotation is easier as there is only the need to look at one tweet, instead of tuples/triples.
This analysis also allows us to compare the agreement by feature between the crowdsourced annotations (CS) and REF, as well as between REF and REF2. We observe that
agreements are comparable in most cases, except for the agreement on certainty, which
is significantly higher between REF and REF2. The latter represents the major concern
here, where the crowdsourcing annotators performed worse, which we explain later.
CS
REF
CS
60.2% 68.84%
REF
78.57%
Table 7.2: Inter-annotator agreement values between different annotators.
Source tweets
Support
Certainty Evident.
CS vs REF
100%
87.5%
87.5%
REF vs REF2
100%
62.5%
87.5%
Replying tweets
Resp. type Certainty Evident.
CS vs REF
70.42%
58.17%
74.52%
REF vs REF2
71.82%
87.14%
78.89%
Table 7.3: Inter-annotator agreement by feature.
In more detail, Table 7.4 shows the distribution of annotated categories, as well as the
agreement rates for each feature when compared to the reference annotations, REF. Looking at the agreement rates, annotators agreed substantially with the reference annotations
for source tweets (100% agreement). For replying tweets, as discussed above, the depth
of the conversation and the additional context lead to lower agreement rates, especially for
some of the categories. The agreement rates are above 60% for the most frequent types of
values, including response types that are ”comments” (67.69%), authors that are ”certain”
(60.22%), and tweets with ”no evidence” (85.37%). The agreement is lower for the other
annotations, which appear less frequently. This certainly proves that the annotation of
replies is harder than the annotation of source tweets, as the conversation gets deeper and
occasionally deviates from the topic discussed in the source tweet. One of the cases with
a low agreement rate is when the evidence provided is “reasoning”. This shows the need
to emphasise even more in subsequent crowdsourcing tasks the way this type of evidence
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Source tweets
Certainty

Support
% of times
supporting (100%)
denying, underspecified (0%)

agreem.
100%
–
–

agreem.
100%
100%
100%

Replying tweets
Certainty

Response type
% of times
comment (66.56%)
disagreed (15.43%)
agreed (10.61%)
appeal for more info (7.40%)

% of times
certain (75%)
somewhat certain (12.5%)
uncertain (75%)

agreem.
67.69%
53.70%
50%
33.33%

% of times
certain (54.33%)
somewhat certain (25.96%)
uncertain (19.71%)

agreem.
60.22%
40%
41.18%
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Evidentiality
% of times
no evidence (37.5%)
author quoted (37.5%)
picture attached (25%)
URL given, unverifiable source,
witnessed, reasoning (0%)

agreem.
100%
100%
50%
–
–

Evidentiality
% of times
no evidence (79.81%)
reasoning (9.62%)
author quoted (3.37%)
URL given (3.37%)
picture attached (2.89%)
witnessed (0.48%)
unverifiable source (0.48%)

agreem.
85.37%
29.17%
62.5%
50%
33.33%
0%
0%

Table 7.4: Distribution of annotations: percent of times that each category was picked,
and the agreement with respect to our reference annotations (CS vs REF).
should be annotated, by remarking that the reasoning that is being given in a tweet must
be related to the rumourous story and not another type of reasoning.
When we look at the distribution of values the annotators chose, we observe an imbalance in most cases. For response type, we see that as many as 66.5% of the replies
are comments, which shows that only the remainder 33.5% provide any information that
adds something to the veracity of the story. The evidentiality is even more skewed towards tweets that provide no evidence at all, which amount to 85.4% of the cases. Both
the abundance of comments, and the dearth of evidence, emphasise the need for carefully
analysing these conversations when building machine learning tools to pick out content
that is useful to determine the veracity of rumourous stories. The certainty feature is
slightly better distributed, but still skewed towards more than 54% cases of certain statements; this could be due to the fact that many users do not express uncertainty in short,
written texts even when they are not 100% sure.
To better understand how the different features that have been annotated fit together,
we investigated the combinations of values selected for the replying tweets. Interestingly,
we observe that among the replying tweets annotated as comments as many as 80.3% were
annotated as having no evidence, and 47.5% were annotated as being certain. Given that
comments do not add anything to the veracity of the rumour, it is to be expected that there
would be no evidence. We also investigated several cases to understand how certainty was
being annotated for comments; we observed that different degrees of certainty were being
assigned to comments where certainty can hardly be determined as it does not seem to
apply, e.g., in the tweet “My heart goes out to his family”. This also helped us understand
the low agreement rate between CS and REF for certainty, which may drop due to the
comments with an unclear value of certainty. For these two reasons, together with the fact
that comments represent tweets that do not add anything to the veracity of the story, we
consider revising the annotation scheme so that these two features should not be annotated
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for comments. This, in turn, reduces significantly the cost of running the crowdsourcing
tasks, given that for as many as 66.5% replying tweets that represent comments, we would
avoid the need for two annotation tasks.

7.4

Final Annotation Scheme

After the final tests by combining crowdsourced annotations and our expertise, the validity of the annotation scheme was largely corroborated and so we were ready to move on
with a larger scale annotation of rumourous conversations. The final annotation scheme,
which is slightly revised from the previous version, includes two changes: (1) the evidentiality and certainty will not be annotated for replies deemed comments, which was found
unnecessary and saves a significant amount of work and money, and (2) the certainty will
now include an additional value, underspecified, for the cases where the degree of certainty of the author cannot be determined because of the brevity of a tweet or the lack
of detail. The resulting annotation scheme, which is the final and validated annotation
scheme used in P HEME is shown in Figure 7.5.
Source
Tweet

Support
(+) Supporting
(+) Denying
(+) Underspecified

Replying
Tweet

Response
Type
(x2 for deep
replies)
(+) Agreed
(+) Disagreed
(+) Appeal for
more information
(+) Comment

Certainty

Evidentiality

(+) Certain
(+) Somewhat
certain
(+) Uncertain
(+) Underspecified

(+) First-hand
experience
(+) URL pointing to evidence
(+) Quotation
of person or
organisation
(+) Attachment
of picture
(+) Quotation
of unverifiable
source
(+) Employment
of reasoning
(+) No evidence

Figure 7.5: Annotation scheme for rumourous social media conversations.

Chapter 8
Dataset Annotation
Having come up with a dataset of rumourous conversations, a validated annotation
scheme, as well as a crowdsourcing methodology, our next step was to perform a largescale annotation of conversations, so that we can study rumours in social media. In this
chapter, we describe the process we followed to collect the annotations through crowdsourcing, including both dataset sampling and the annotation itself. Finally, we also summarise the outcome of the crowdsourced annotation work.

8.1

Dataset Sampling for Crowdsourced Annotation

The dataset we used here contains initially 2,695 rumourous threads: 2,460 in English,
198 in German, and 37 in French. Given that the P HEME consortium has partners who
can fluently speak, and have previously developed linguistic analysis tools for English and
German, we focused our annotation efforts on these two languages. This gave us 2,658
rumourous threads to sample from, after removing the French threads.
Since the annotation of all the rumourous threads would be both time-consuming and
economically unaffordable, we sampled a subset of the original set so as to obtain a representative sample that will allow us to perform the analysis. The amount of data to be
sampled has been determined by both the data we would need for a compelling analysis,
as well as the annotation work that is economically affordable. Thanks to the involvement
and contribution from USFD and USAAR, together with UWAR, each contributing with
$500 to fund the crowdsourcing jobs, the sampling has been performed with a total budget
of $1,500.
Since threads are comprised of tweets, and the number of tweets can vary across
threads, we first wanted to estimate the approximate cost of annotating a tweet, so we
could then estimate the number of threads that we could afford to annotate. From our
earlier tests using the crowdsourcing platform, the average cost of annotating a tweet for
the different features was approximately $0.33. With this in mind, we prepared the data
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sampling process.
On the other hand, we wanted to make the annotation task as effective as possible, and
therefore we wanted to avoid annotating noisy or unnecessary tweets. Hence we filtered
the dataset by taking out tweets that met at least one of the following characteristics:
• The replying tweet is in a different language from that of the source. This may
lead to the annotation of tweets in other languages, especially languages that the
annotators might not be fluent in, and we would be wasting money. Hence, we
only consider replying tweets in English or German for source tweets in the same
language, as well as tweets labelled as “undeterminable”, which are usually tweets
with very little textual context or perhaps only a link, where the language cannot be
determined from the tweet itself.
• The replying tweet is a manual retweet of a previous tweet in the thread. We
did this by checking the degree of duplication between a tweet and its replying
tweets. We removed tweets that did not have at least a Levenstein difference of 5
[Navarro, 2001]. This was to allow for the changes that users retweeting sometimes
make to add comments or to ensure that the resulting retweet still fits within the
140-character format.
In the aforementioned cases, we skipped the manual annotation as it would not be
suitable, but we still kept them in the thread for the analysis, in this case with no annotation.
Besides defining these constraints for optimisation, the data sampling had to be fairly
performed so that the distribution of rumours was still representative of the whole. We especially wanted to be careful about selecting tweets from all 9 events in our dataset, across
different stories, and including threads that were posted both before or after turnaround
tweets, as well as the turnarounds themselves. We developed a script for data sampling
that fulfils our requirements.
The data sampling led to a subset with 330 threads, 297 in English and 33 in German.
Having removed unwanted replying tweets from these threads, the resulting dataset contains 4,842 tweets: 4,560 tweets in English, and 282 tweets in German. This dataset was
submitted to the crowdsourcing platform for annotation.

8.2

Annotation of Rumourous Conversations

The crowdsourced annotation work was again conducted using CrowdFlower, with the
same parameters as specified in 6 and also used for the initial testing and validation of
the annotation scheme. The annotation jobs where mainly split into two, one for English
and one for German, as they require slightly different settings in terms of geographical
restrictions of participants. Tweets for the 9 different events were put together within the
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same annotation jobs for each language, so that the annotation work is less cumbersome
than for a single event with repetitive stories. Given that the dataset for English is quite
large, the tweets to be annotated were submitted to CrowdFlower progressively, making
sure at all times that the work was being performed properly. The whole annotation
process including both languages took approximately three weeks to complete.

8.3

Outcome of the Crowdsourced Annotation

The whole annotation work consisted of 68.247 judgments on 4,842 tweets performed by
233 different annotators. We combine all judgments for each tweet feature pair through
majority vote. To quantify the difficulty of the task, we measure the inter-annotator agreement values by comparing each judgment with the majority vote. Overall, the annotators
achieved an agreement rate of 62.3%, which is distributed differently across different
tweet types and features. Table 8.1 shows how the agreement rates are distributed for
source tweets and replies when annotating for support, certainty, and evidence. As we
expected, this shows that the annotators found it easier to annotate source tweets, as we
have also found before that they are less ambiguous and requiring less context for understanding, as the tweet alone usually makes sense. The agreements are somewhat lower for
replying tweets. When we compare the different features, we observe that support is the
easiest to annotate for source tweets, but very similar to certainty overall. Evidentiality is
slightly more difficult to annotate, most probably because of the large number of different
values that the annotators can choose.

Source tweets
Replies
Overall

Support Certainty Evidence
81.1%
68.8%
74.9%
62.2%
59.8%
58.3%
63.7%
61.1%
60.8%

Table 8.1: Inter-annotator agreement values for different features and tweet types.
We visualise the aggregated annotations for the 330 threads in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
Figure 8.1 shows the annotations for source tweets, where we can observe that a majority
of source tweets support the rumour in question, the author is certain, and evidence is
provided by pointing to an external article. Figure 8.2 shows the annotations for replying
tweets, where the majority of replies are comments which do not add anything to the veracity of the story, the author is certain, and no evidence is provided. At a first glance, this
shows a big difference between source tweets and replying tweets, where the latter need
to be carefully analysed to be able to find the useful opinions and evidence contributing
towards the clarification of the veracity of the rumour.
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of annotations for source tweets.
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Chapter 9
Extending the Dataset with Rumour
and Actor Types
This chapter describes the final adjustments to enable the qualitative analysis of rumourous conversations in social media, looking at the interactions of different actor types
across different types of rumours, media, and languages. We describe the preprocessing
step we conducted for inferring the rumour types and actor types to enable the qualitative
analysis from our dataset.

9.1

Inferring Rumour Types and Actor Types

We make use of the annotations we gathered through crowdsourcing, as well as additional
information sources we describe below, to determine the actor types involved in the conversations, as well as to distinguish the different types of rumours. This categorisation
allows us to perform the qualitative analysis of rumourous conversations in social media.

9.1.1

Determining Rumour Types

As described in Section 2.2, we categorise rumour types by two different factors: accuracy
and acceptability. The categorisation by accuracy was performed in the manual annotation
process performed by SWI, which led to the following distribution for the 330 threads in
our sample: 159 are true, 68 are false, and 103 remain unverified. On the other hand, the
categorisation of rumours by acceptability includes three different types, which we infer
from our sample as follows:
1. Speculation, which we consider as the early reports that lack supporting evidence.
Hence, source tweets annotated with no evidence will be considered as speculation
here. This categorisation led to the identification of 25 threads as being speculative.
47
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2. Controversy, which we detect by looking at the percentage of replying tweets that
either disagree or appeal for more information.
3. Agreement, being the opposite of controversy, is computed as the percentage of
replying tweets that are not disagreements or appeals for more information.
For computing the percentage of controversy or agreement, we measure the controversy level as the percentage of replies which are disagreeing or appeal for more information. Rather than establishing a threshold here to determine what is controversy and
what is not, we create a ranking of threads by their level of controversy from 0% to 100%,
where those with the lowest level of controversy can be deemed cases of agreement.

9.1.2

Categorising Users by Actor Type

As described in Section 2.3, we categorise actors by type based on three different factors:
(1) whether they are verified users or not, (2) their follow ratio, and (3) whether they are
journalists or news organisations, or not.
The fact of a user being or not verified can be directly inferred from a tweet’s metadata.
By looking at this value from a tweet’s metadata, we found that in our sample, only 171
users are verified and the remainder 3,381 are non-verified users. The small subset of
users with this condition shows the important of such a feature.
To compute the follow ratio of each user, we compute the difference in terms of orders
of magnitude between the number of users that follow them and the number of users they
follow. This is computed by using the following equation:
log10 (#f ollowers/#f ollowing)

(9.1)

Figure 9.1 shows the distribution of these follow ratios for the users in our sampled
dataset. It can be seen that the most frequent ratio is 0 (users follow and are followed by
an amount of users in the same order of magnitude), and there are fewer users who have
higher follow ratios (1 to 7, i.e., with more followers than followees) or even lower (-1,
i.e., following more people than follow them). Again, we show that the follow ratio helps
us distinguish a few outstanding users, which is of help for our qualitative analysis.
Finally, we want to distinguish journalists and news organisations from the rest of the
users. While there is no perfect solution to infer this from a tweet’s metadata, we have
created lists of journalists and news organisations from the Web in order to achieve this
categorisation of users. For the list of Twitter accounts for news organisations, we relied
on the manually curated directory at Muckrack1 , and for the list of journalists, we put
together numerous lists created by reputable journalists and news media on Twitter 2 3
1

http://muckrack.com/media-outlets
https://twitter.com/bbcbreaking/lists/news-sources
3
https://twitter.com/arjunkharpal/lists/news-organisations
2
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Figure 9.1: Distribution of follow ratios for users in our sampled dataset.
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. Using these lists, we could come up with extensive lists including 513 news
organisations, and 24,748 journalists.
When matching this list of users to our dataset, we identified that 89 users are journalists or news organisations, while 3,463 are not. Again, the subset of professionals in
journalism is very small here, which makes the analysis of this type of users more important for our study.

4

https://twitter.com/ftistratcommau/lists/news-organisations-au
https://twitter.com/jj bryant/lists/news-organisations
6
https://twitter.com/mashable/lists/news
7
https://twitter.com/nytnational/lists/news-organizations
8
https://twitter.com/sam ikin/lists/news-organisations
5

Chapter 10
Extending the Annotation Scheme
As already indicated in the earlier sections of this document, the other aim has been to
build upon the annotation scheme outlined in Chapter 7 by exploiting existing work in
the areas of conversation analysis and ethnomethodology. This approach has offered us
the possibility of: a) uncovering richer ways to annotate how Twitter feeds and rumours
around particular topics unfold across extended threads and sequences of action; and b)
grounding annotations in a way that will enhance their capacity to capture features of
people’s own situated reasoning. In this section we look a little more closely at what
pursuing this approach to grounding annotations looks like. Central to the proposition
is the notion that streams of Twitter feeds around the same topic can be conceptualized
in some way as conversations. However, as one begins to explore the ways in which
such a suggestion might be justified, one begins to also realise that there are ways in
which tweeting stands as an independent phenomenon (separate from regular conversation
analysis) that needs to be understood on its own terms. Thus we shall be arguing here that,
whilst conversation analytic approaches serve well as a point of departure, differences
between spoken conversation and the organisational character of tweet-based interaction
make it necessary to respecify the approach more precisely as ’microblog analysis’ in
order to steer around the potential dangers of missing the lived character of how people
reason about tweeting as an activity in its own right.

10.1

Moving towards annotation grounded in microblog
analysis

Over the course of this section we will be looking at the conceptualization of tweets as
conversations a little more closely and exploring the ways in which similarities do exist
and the ways in which tweeting may be seen to present discrete phenomena that cannot
easily be subsumed within conventional approaches to conversation analysis.
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The turn-taking mechanism

At the very heart of conversation analysis, as laid out by [Sacks et al., 1974], is the observation that talk is organised such that only one speaker speaks at once. This is seen as
a fundamental premise of social order because any other system would frequently render
talk completely ineffectual. On the basis of this, and probing just how it could be that this
is systematically provided for in interaction, Sacks et al. elaborated what they called the
’turn-taking mechanism’. It contains some primary features that together serve to underpin most other kinds of conversational phenomena. So there are: speakers (recognizable
individuals who produce utterances); speakers who talk first, and other speakers who may
also talk as a conversation unfolds; mechanisms whereby a current speaker may select
who talks next; and mechanisms whereby speakers may select themselves to be the next
person to produce an utterance.
On the basis of a number of years of close examination of conversational data Sacks
and his colleagues assembled a highly robust model of turn-taking in conversation that
can be seen to have a number of key strengths. One of the most important aspects of all is
that the proposed model is able to be simultaneously ’context-free’ but also exceptionally
’context-sensitive’. So you can dip into whomsoever, wheresoever and find the same
system in play, with the same key operational characteristics. At the same time, the
system can be endlessly adapted to meet the particularities of local need without having
to step outside of the system itself ([Sacks et al., 1974]: 700).
The more specific observations Sacks et al make regarding the actual workings of
the turn-taking system for conversation are of varying degrees of applicability to our
own interest in tweet exchange in Twitter. The four primary observations are (see
[Sacks et al., 1974]: 700-701):
1. “Speaker-change recurs, or at least occurs”.
2. “Overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time”.
3. “Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common, but brief”.
4. “Transitions (from one turn to a next) with no gap and no overlap are common.
Together with transitions characterized by slight gap or slight overlap, they make
up the vast majority of transitions”.
These first four characteristics of the turn-taking system in conversation are, in large
part, managed within Twitter by its technical configuration so function more at the level
of given constraints than situated accomplishments. Thus speaker (or tweeter) change
is a direct function of who is being followed, the frequency with which they tweet, and
the presence of other factors such as promoted tweets. It is conceivable that someone
might follow just one other party in which case tweeter change would be rare. However,
promoted tweets usually result in some extraneous tweets appearing on anyone’s timeline
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throughout the day. More importantly, in view of the fact that even in 2012 the average
number of people being followed for Twitter users was 1021 and Twitter has expanded
since then, tweeter change is a characteristic of most people’s timelines and, for the larger
part, two or more tweets concurrently by the same person is infrequent though it certainly
occurs. Similarly, it is a feature of Twitter that the timeline is organised in independent
tweets that do not appear in a simultaneous and overlaid fashion and that do not overlap. So each turn is tightly independent and consecutive. Temporal gaps between the
appearance of one tweet and another do routinely occur, however, though they do not
manifest themselves as ’gaps’ in the timeline but rather as delays in updates. Once again
the extent to which delays in updates occur is tightly bound up with the number of people being followed and the frequency with which they tweet. Broadly speaking, though,
temporal disjuncture between tweets can be considered to be a routine feature, making
gaps in interaction an unremarkable feature of twitter use that is not oriented to by users
as problematic or subjected to efforts to repair. This goes hand-in-hand with describing
exchange systems like Twitter as ’asynchronous’, but it does also immediately render it
as something quite distinct from face-to-face conversation.
Another observation made by Sacks et al is that “turn order is not fixed, but varies”.
For conversation the observation here relates to the fact that it is not continually ordered
such that speakers have set and allotted turns, e.g. Speaker A / Speaker B in interrogation,
but rather it is clear that speaker changes cannot be predicted in advance of the ongoing
turn, and even then which speaker goes next is not always fully decided prior to the transition point between turns. This feature of face-to-face conversation is entirely concordant
with the organisation of tweets in Twitter where which tweet falls next in the timeline is
not predictable in advance. Thus you can get the following kind of pattern where a whole
set of distinct tweeters all respond individually to an initial opening conversational gambit
without any predictable relationship between them (see Figure 10.1).
Another point of interest here is that the fact that the turn order is not fixed results
in a potentially indefinite number of people self-selecting to tweet in response to a prior
tweet, the only constraint in operation being the size of the cohort of followers of the
person who tweeted initially (with retweeting creating scope for endless extension of this
cohort to other people’s followers). The number of potential self-selecting next speakers
in face-to-face conversation is tightly controlled both by the limits that exist on the number
of people who can be co-present and in range to hear, and by a range of incumbent rights
and obligations that exist as a feature of the relationship between the people who are copresent. This feature in particular is of moment for how Twitter can serve as a highly
effective conduit for the transmission of rumours across non-related cohorts.
Something else that came out of the work of Sacks et al is the observation that “turn
size is not fixed, but varies”. Their comment with regard to this particular feature is
that other turn-taking systems can be quite distinct from conversation in how turn size is
handled. So in debates, for instance, one can see that the length of turns is quite tightly
1

http://www.beevolve.com/twitter-statistics/
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Figure 10.1: Tweeters all respond individually to an initial opening conversational gambit.

pre-specified. An important aspect of Twitter here is that, whilst the exact length of a turn
may not be pre-specified, its maximum length is very tightly constrained at 140 characters,
although strategies can be adopted that result in something akin to an extension of the
turn. One such strategy is the linking of posts. Another is the completion of the turn
over multiple posts, using the convention of three dots at the end of each post to indicate
that there is more to come. However, it should be noted that in the context of the twitterstream, as it is encountered by recipients (or, to be more accurate, ’followers’), these
strategies still result in separate posts that look to all intents and purposes like separate
turns. Thus these strategies, whilst managing to indicate that there is some connection
between multiple posts from the same person, resonate more as topic reference markers
(e.g. like ’but as I was saying before’, ’with regard to...’, ’coming back to...’, etc.) in
that there is a marker external to the actual content to be provided that makes evident
to recipients the presence of a connection. Thus there is a sense in which turn-size is
pre-specified in Twitter, or at least absolutely constrained.
Similarities between conversation and Twitter use do exist. For instance, Sacks et al
make the observation that “turn allocation techniques are obviously used. . . a current
speaker may select a next speaker (as when he addresses a question to another party);
or parties may self-select in starting to talk”. Despite its asynchronous character and the
potential interleaving of a number of distinct sequences of tweets on Twitter it remains
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the case that tweets are composed and arrive as distinct units within global Twitter feeds.
With regard to any one particular topic there is a ’first speaker’ in terms of there being an
originator, there are subsequent parties who may be implicated as respondents within the
original tweet, and there are parties who select themselves as respondents to a tweet in
some way. Differences here particularly relate to other matters such as: ’co-placement’,
where responses to a specific tweet may not be sequentially directly adjacent to that tweet
within a feed (because, in principal, all comers may respond to all tweets, so next up in a
feed may be an entirely unrelated response to a different topic); and ’rights of response’
in that any recipient of a tweet may respond to it or retweet it, whilst this is clearly not the
case in face-to-face conversation, where just who gets to speak is a very tightly managed
affair.
Something of moment across all sorts of organized human phenomena is the existence
within them of practices to bring about repair. In the context of turn-taking mechanisms
Sacks et al comment that “repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking errors and
violations; e.g., if two parties find themselves talking at the same time, one [or both] of
them will stop prematurely, thus repairing the trouble”. In this respect they note that there
is a variety of ways in which repair of troubles in the turn-taking system can be undertaken, including questions, apologies, repeats, stopping things dead before completion,
and so on. They also make the observation that: ”A major feature of a rational organization for behavior which accommodates real-world interests, and is not susceptible of
external enforcement, is that it incorporates resources and procedures for repair into its
fundamental organization.” ([Sacks, 1978]: 720). An important implication of this is that,
whilst it may differ in certain aspects of its realization, the organizational arrangements
of tweet-exchange should also exhibit procedures for bringing about repair. The technical
constitution of Twitter mitigates the prospect of physical overlap of turns occurring. However, as we shall be examining below there are a variety of ways in which tweeters are
nonetheless held accountable for the content they produce and how it is motivated, which
in turn can implicate the actual production of accounts or actions that amount to practices
of repair (e.g. the withdrawal of a specific tweet, apologies, explanations, elaborations,
and so on).
In the following discussion we will be looking at various more specific conversational
phenomena. However, it should be noted that across all of them there are ways in which
they are also ongoingly oriented to the kinds of turn-taking elements we have outlined
above.

10.1.2

Topic

The organisation of conversation around topics, topical coherence, and shifts of topic
is a central focus of the conversation analytic literature and understanding topic-based
relationships is important for being able to track the flow of rumour-type phenomena
across large bodies of tweets. Clearly responding to other people’s tweets, commenting
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upon embedded tweets being retweeted, and simple retweets all exhibit certain features
of topical coherence, and Twitter itself also reflects this understanding in its grouping
together of connected tweets in this way as ’conversations’. Grosser degrees of topical
relation may also sometimes be encapsulated within the use of hashtags. Looking at some
more specific examples we can see how topical coherence is both routinely handled in
Twitter and a potential problem that has to be managed within an unfolding series of turns,
giving rise to potential misunderstandings than can, given the nature of follower/followed
relations in Twitter, result in the spread of potentially unverified content.
The following materials relate to the crash of flight AH5017 at a time when it was not
yet evident that it had actually crashed and when speculation was rife. Flightradar24 is
a well-known live flight tracking system that also provides social media commentary on
both Twitter and Facebook. The conversation captured here begins with a response from
flightradar24 to a query about a possible missing flight (see Figure 10.2).

Figure 10.2: Conversation about a possible missing flight.
Now a lot of the tweets here are directed to @flightradar24’s original tweet rather than
to one another, though there are a couple of brief side conversations. @flightradar24 itself
orients to almost all of the subsequent tweets as comments rather than turns to which it
should respond, even though two of them, @raphaelcockx and @rjonesy, pose further
questions. This demonstrates nicely something we have already noted above, namely
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the right of followers to comment freely upon posts coming from the people they follow. Alongside of this we can see contributors such as @Alextobechi presuming a right
to retweet the original tweet to their own followers. There are also a couple of tweeters
who elaborate slightly upon the original tweet by pointing out that the proposed flight is
still scheduled (e.g. @toktokalweer1ei and @thecaptain707). This then implicates a supporting elaboration from @toktokalweer1ei who provides a picture of the relevant flight
board. @thecaptain707 now produces a turn that is both a comment upon the preceding
tweets and an elaboration, by saying that skynews has just tweeted the same information.
After this @mwyres responds more directly to the original tweet by offering something
closer to confirmation that it is indeed the flight first proposed. Here they also provide additional support of their confirmation through a provided link to an article. Note also,
however, how this is still provided with a limiting belief marker: it ’seems that it is
AH5017’. @helloimyouri, by contrast, presumes a right to give direct and unsubstantiated confirmation of the flight: ’THAT IS HIM’. Something in particular to notice here
is that there are a range of returns possible to an originating tweet that go beyond faceto-face conversation because all of the recipients have an in principal right to respond in
some kind of way, and without necessarily providing any account for the provision of a
response. So, as a recipient, there is effectively an immediate presumption that it is accountably appropriate to respond such that no one sees the need to justify that. Similarly
there is no presumed need to have been marked out as a next speaker in any way, or to
justify your self-selection beyond the tweet you provide being somehow on topic. At the
same time it is also presumed that having side-conversations occasioned by the original
tweet is in no way problematic. However, it is also important to note here that the orientation to accountability for content of the response is potentially more constrained. It’s okay
for anyone to comment, but not in just any kind of way. Thus we see that some tweeters
will use markers to limit their accountability for their response, even though others don’t.
Important for the ongoing spread of tweets, something else to notice here is that there
is a further presumed right to just hand on the information by retweeting without having
to account for the passing it on in any way. There are limits here, which we shall return to
below in our discussion of reportability: it is necessary that a retweet be seeably relevant
to your followers. Retweets that do not that do not have any status on the basis of being
news or evidently interesting, novel, etc. might be more open to question. Having said
this, a distinction between Twitter and some other social networking services is that followers do not necessarily know the interests of other members of the cohort of followers
of a particular person, so there is a difficulty in calling to account in that it might have
been retweeted for the benefit of some other follower, just not for you.
Following through still further on the issue of followers and the topical coherence
of tweets, note here how @jawadmnazir’s post quite early on in the stream, presumes a
right to question the original tweet: “What do you mean missing flight? Another disaster?” This demonstrates how it is perfectly allowable within the system to pick up on the
content of a prior post and call it to account in some way. The feature called to account
here is @flightradar24’s second sentence mention of the missing flight, echoing my prior
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observation that it is possible that many followers saw this as a first post and sought to
find an account for the odd second part. The feature of the system that gives rise to issues
here is that when you follow someone you often get posts from them that are responding
to other people’s posts you are not privy to, so you effectively enter the conversation part
way through and have to disambiguate what the features may mean. It is clear that for
tweeters some understanding of topical coherence continues to be oriented to even though
the structure of tweeter/follower relations may serve to breach that because the cohort of
people being followed and the cohort of people following are not commensurate so not
all parties are equally privy to all parts of a conversational stream. This leaves space for
a presumption of meaning, retweeting, and reinterpretation of an original tweet without
full cognizance of how a conversation may have unfolded, which in turn can give rise to
certain kinds of misinformation. There is a mechanism for disambiguation because a post
can be clicked on to expose the thread it is a part of, even if you do not follow all of the
people in the stream whose posts are displayed. An ongoing question here is how many
people do this? It also makes posts where the meaning is seemingly apparent but in fact
bound up with a prior invisible exchange more open to being misunderstood. An analogy
here is walking into a room part way through a conversation and thinking you know what
is being spoken of after listening to the ongoing conversation for a while, taking a turn,
and being pulled up short through the reiteration by others of what you were not privy to
as a form of repair. e.g. “no, what we were actually talking about was. . . ”. However, once
again because of the disconnect between ’follower’ and ’followed’ cohorts in Twitter, it
is by no means certain that all parties will see subsequent posts to engage in this kind of
repair.
A further temporal consequence of how Twitter is organised is that the time spans
over which respondents may address themselves to a topic without loss of coherence are
much greater in the case of Twitter than they are in face-to-face conversation. In ordinary
conversation, as most speakers will readily recognise, failure to address oneself to a topic
quickly enough means that another topic will be floored and addressing oneself to the
original topic becomes much more difficult and accountable. Conversation analysis has
looked closely at how ’change of topic markers’ are handled in conversation. Part of this
also relates to ’return to topic markers’ such as ’but as I was saying...’, ’but going back to
what you were saying earlier about...’, and so on. Thus, there are ways of managing topic
preservation over more extended periods in spoken conversation.
The temporal organisation of Twitter provides for certain distinct but equally systematic ways of marking out topic relationships in order to manage coherence across more
extended conversational threads. Twitter is, in fact, asynchronous in terms of response by
nature, with a large number of unrelated tweets appearing moment by moment within the
stream and with tweets addressed to the same topic being potentially widely spaced apart.
Re-tweeting is one obvious way in which this is accomplished. Another more specific
technique can be the direct mention of the previous speaker which has the dual effect of
both indicating the presence of a topic relation to all witnessing parties and of ensuring
that the person specifically addressed sees your tweet (see Figure 10.3).
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Figure 10.3: Example of a witness responding in a conversation.

Grosser degrees of topical relation may also sometimes be encapsulated within the
use of hashtags. There are other indicators of ’on topic’ / ’off topic’ that can be seen to
have a clear continuity with methods used in face-to-face conversation. For instance, note
the use of ’btw’ in Figure 10.4 and how the respondent handles both continuation of topic
and the transition that has been proposed:

10.1.3

The organization of conversation as applied to tweets and the
organization of tweets when seen as conversations

In order to make full use of the extant conversation analytic literature one of the longerterm activities necessary is to work through the principal organisational devices in play in
conversation that conversation analysis has identified over the years, to explore how these
devices might or might not be present in tweet-based phenomena in various ways, and to
examine the extent to which they are organised in a similar fashion or otherwise. Such
devices can be seen to include: adjacency pairs; change-of-state marking; correctioninvitation devices; formulation; membership categorization devices; prefacing; premising; pre-sequences; receipt tokens; recipient design; repair procedures; sequential objects;
speaker selection techniques; topic marking; and so on. Each of these areas of interest
has a large body of literature already devoted to it. Some of the areas more evidently
related to the concerns of the P HEME project have already been discussed above because
of their foundational character (i.e. speaker selection and topic management). A number
of others have potential relevance for the current annotation scheme and may therefore
reward further investigation. Where relevant to the existing annotation scheme these are
grouped under related headings, otherwise they can be seen to constitute ways in which
the annotation scheme may subsequently be extended.
Factuality (Presentation/Claim)
Ambiguity: Whilst it is possible for a range of utterances to be taken as ambiguous
with regard to their meaning, some research in conversation analysis also points to ways
in which utterances can be ambiguous by design. This may have relevance with regard to
how the factuality of claims is first presented in tweets with it being deliberately the case
that people might take what is being claimed in several different ways. As an example,
note [Sacks, 1995]’s comments on the use of the word ’you’ where it could equally mean
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Figure 10.4: Example of a topic shift using ’btw’ in a conversation.

’one’ or it could mean ’they, e.g.’: “If you’re hotrodding you’re bound to get caught”.
In this case the ’you’ could be directed at the specific recipient, it could be directed at
another body of people, or it could be a more general observation upon the outcomes of
hotrodding. Even in the context of its production it was not clear and the recipient was
obliged to settle on one understanding. With regard to rumours it should be noted that this
kind of method stands as a) a resource for ’getting hold of the wrong end of the stick’, but
also b) a reasonable account for claiming ’they got hold of the wrong end of the stick’ so
that, if things turn out badly, it can be claimed that your utterance was taken the wrong
way.
Framing, prefacing, premising markers and indicators of relative certainty: Another
part of the conversation analytic literature relevant to the status of claims as presented
refers to the ways in which different utterances may get framed or prefaced in order to
inform recipients how to understand the speaker’s orientation to what they are about to
say. Many of these relate to matters of certainty, for instance ’I believe that...’ (see
[Coulter, 1979]), ’I think...’, ’I thought...’, ’I understand that...’, ’it would seem that...’,
and so on. Utterances that may shape up to be rumours can include these kinds of pref-
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acing words or remarks, e.g. ’Apparently the rioters are moving towards Birmingham
Children’s hospital’. It is important to note that these are not just about the certainty
or otherwise of a speaker producing them, but also about providing for how the speaker
might be called to account for what they say. As an example note in the conversation
presented above regarding the disappearance of flight AH5017, how @flightradar24 responds to a question from @flyhellas regarding what kind of aircraft is used on the route
by saying “Our schedules say that it could be a B736. . . Not confirmed!” Within this
single tweet there are three methods adopted for offsetting potential accountability for
this information and thus framing how recipients should understand its status. First of all
it does not say ’it could be a B736’, it says ’our schedules say. . . ’. This immediate offsets
any personal liability for the claim by framing the source as a set of schedules that are
of unknown and potentially variable accuracy, rather than the respondent himself/herself.
Secondly, the response is framed as ’it could be a B736’, not, that it is a B736, further
distancing the respondent from certainty about the claim and simultaneously indicating
further the potential inaccuracy of the schedules. Finally the respondent places at the end
of the tweet the words “Not confirmed!” to underscore how they wish the information to
be taken. Thus we can see there are a range of to-hand linguistic methods for indicating
the status of information that can be drawn upon and that would be visible in any subsequent retweets, limiting the scope for it to be advanced as a genuine claim and thereby
acquire the status of a rumour. The very fact that these methods can be seen in how tweets
are sometimes framed provides further insight as to how they might otherwise operate as
rumours because it is the systematic absence of such framing devices that provides people
with the scope to treat tweets as claims because the status of the claim is left open.
Evidentiality
In section 5 one of the features of the annotation scheme is evidentiality. This refers
to the degree to which evidence is provided within a tweet to support the claims or propositions being made. The conversation analytic literature has also addressed itself to this
kind of phenomenon and how speakers might go about producing utterances in such a
way as to not be called to account for them being dubious in some sense. It explores the
matter in a variety of ways:
Sacks [51], in a discussion regarding the distinction between claiming and demonstrating in conversation, looks in particular at the work that can be done by second stories. As
we discuss again below with regard to motive power, a commonplace phenomenon is that
when one person tells a story another person will follow it up with a similar story of some
kind. If a first story is simply followed by ’I know just what you mean’ or ’I agree’ and
nothing more this amounts to only being a claim that you are aligned with the speaker in
some sense. Telling a second story that exhibits the same point from your own experience
serves to actually demonstrate your concurrence. So there are methods for making clear
that you are doing more than just claiming alignment that are oriented to as acceptable
ways of doing that. In rumour production, then, second story production is one way in
which speakers may demonstrate whether they attach credibility to the rumour in some
sense.
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In another discussion about the character of story production Sacks (op cit) makes
an observation that is in some ways the counterpart of the observations above regarding
ambiguity, which amounts to saying that ’brevity invites inference’. Sacks’ point was that
where speakers are concerned that a story may lead to the wrong kinds of inferences being
made they will often elaborate the story quite significantly to ward off potentially awkward judgments (the specific case discussed related to potential assumptions regarding a
man’s sexual preferences). This is relevant to rumour production in a variety of ways. For
instance non-specificity can deliberately encourage speculation. And one way of trying
to encourage acceptance can be through the production of detail.
Another relevant discussion in conversation analysis relates to how people use certain
kinds of stock phrases such as “everyone does that don’t they” as a means of setting aside
all further need for account. Proverbs can also be seen to be used in the same kind of way
e.g. “better the devil you know”. Once again, as a response to rumours, such phrases can
be seen to be doing quite definite kinds of alignment work. In particular, once produced
within a stream, they make it such that to contest matters now is not just contestation
of the rumour but also contestation of a stock body of knowledge that has been applied,
something that is much harder to do. Indeed, conversation analysts have catalogued quite
a range of instances where something is made to be self-evident by its association with
a particular thing that just anybody knows. In other words a routine way of promoting
acceptance is to work something up as being just another case of what everybody knows.
Yet another body of work looks at the range of methods whereby the grounds of claims
are made visible, where inference is supported or resisted according to need, and where
the very need for evidence is set aside. Benson Hughes [4], for instance, explore how the
work of variable analysis trades upon a range of ordinary competences and commonsense
assumptions and how the recognisable adequacy of statistics as evidence trades upon these
things. This can be seen to extend to ordinary everyday interactions where to produce a
statistic is commonsensically seen to be providing a certain kind of claim regarding the
credibility of what is said.
In the case of Twitter other kinds of evidential practices can be seen to be brought to
bear. So to briefly indicate some of these practices, returning once again to the discussion
of flight AH5017 above, whilst we see some tweets carefully putting bounds around the
kinds of claim that might be being made, there are others which directly seek to present
supporting evidence for their position instead. Thus we see @toktokalweer1ei offering
up potential counter-evidence with the observation that the flight is still scheduled and
an accompanying link to a photograph of a flightboard displaying the flight information.
@thecaptain707 responds to this with an observation that whilst it may still be scheduled
to arrive it is now “5 hours or so late”. He follows this up some 45 seconds later with
the comment that Sky News has just tweeted the same information, which, as with the
photograph, amounts to an appeal to sources beyond the tweet itself for the grounds of
the claims being made. This is reinforced about 20 minutes later by @mwyres posting
a link to an external Reuter’s article supporting the proposition that it is flight AH5017.
The important thing to note here is that, unlike the situation with face-to-face conversation
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where evidence for claims is something that has to be methodically handled through the
further production of talk, Twitter offers up to tweeters the capacity to link their tweets
to other external resources as a methodical way of handling the production of evidence
for their claims. In other words one can find a series of referential practices in the use of
Twitter that are not produced in such explicit ways in spoken conversation. Whilst this in
no way guarantees the validity of the referred to resources, it does provide tweeters with a
means of making claims seemingly more compelling, which is another potential building
block for the power of Twitter to promote the spread of rumours and speculation.
Another systematic feature of Twitter that makes it distinct in some ways from faceto-face conversation and that is also of pertinence for considerations of how people may
orient to rumorous content, is the way in which location may feature with regard to the
possible credibility of claims. We discuss below under the topic of ’lying’ the ways in
which it is incumbent upon conversationalists to produce certain elements within their
accounts that can testify to their witness status for those accounts. Now conversations
reporting something that happened are most often occurring after the event and at some
remove from it physically. However, Twitter provides for the possibility of producing
accounts of events whilst they are actually in the course of taking place. A feature of the
evidential status of such tweets is therefore the extent to which the identifiable location of
the tweeter is commensurate with the claims being made. Twitter does allow for location
to be made known which obviously makes this more explicit, though it is not a feature
that is by any means always made available by tweeters themselves. People may also
be evidently tweeting from within their homes or other specific locations by virtue of
the content such as express descriptions of activities routinely assumed to take place in
certain places such as sitting down to a Sunday dinner or watching TV, having a drink with
friends, etc. Locations may be specifically mentioned within tweets as well. Photographs
may also be understandable as indicators of location.
Warrants: Related but in some ways distinct to the preceding discussion but nonetheless still bound up with matters of evidentiality is the matter of warrants or rights to be
able to claim certain things in certain kinds of ways such that what is said is taken for
granted to be true. Discussions here lead to something we shall be discussing in greater
detail below which is that just how people are categorised in talk already sets up a bunch
of assumptions regarding what might be reasonably claimed about their actions (and thus
never called to account in any way). Sacks [51], for instance, discusses a report of an
incident where part of the report is that the sister calls the police. He points out that
within the report and the response to the report the nature of the sister (is she elderly?
is she prone to hysterics?) is never put into question. Part of the nature of categorisation of people is that it provides for warrantable action, e.g. as we shall be seeing below,
Hell’s Angels rape young girls and Hotrodders like to drive fast cars. Sacks makes the
strong claim here that “a task of socialization is to produce somebody who so behaves
that those categories are enough to know something about him”. However, he also points
out that these kinds of assumptions are overturn-able as assumptions by other rights of
precedence, e.g. witness status or local knowledge. With regard to rumour a case in point
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here is the following extract from the London riots tweets and the rumour that rioters were
attacking a children’s hospital and that police were massing to protect it: May I remind
clueless/hysterical birminghamriots commentators that Children’s Hospital sits face-face
with city’s central police station.
With regard to all of the matters we have discussed above an important element to
hang on to here is that people methodically build into their utterances from the word go
ways in which they might or might not be held accountable for the production of those
utterances. So at least one part of the work of unpicking matters of evidentiality and
plausibility and acceptability and veracity in sequences of tweets is to look at how people
are systematically managing their accountability in the production of those tweets.
Plausibility
When it comes to matters of both plausibility and acceptability there are once again a
variety of conversation analytic treatments of such matters that may assist with providing
possible insights and points of comparison.
Lying & Veracity or Truth: There are a number of discussions in the literature regarding lying and truth. The central outcome of analysis here is that there are routine
grounds upon which the prospective character of something as either a ’lie’ or a ’truthful’
account may be established. Sacks [51], when discussing the production of competence
in the telling of a story, looks at a report of a car wreck to observe how the tellers make it
evident that they have the competence to be reliable witnesses of car-wrecks such as ’we
were stopped there for 25 minutes’ and ’the car was smashed into such a small space’.
Sacks’ point is that people have a sense of what’s usual for the report in play. Thus, stepping outside of that can prompt the questioning of its truthfulness e.g. ’we were stopped
there for just a second’.
Subjectivity & Objectivity: Another related matter here is how people work with, on
the one hand, what just anyone knows of the world, and on the other with what only certain
people in certain positions might know of the world. Much of the conversation analytic
literature points out that lots of tellings trade upon what just anybody knows of the world
such that the claims made might, as a routine supposition, be seen to have an objective
character until such a time as it might be there are grounds for thinking otherwise. Tightly
bound up with this is Sacks’ discussion of ’Doing Being Ordinary’ [50]. His observation
is that, for any activity, there is a presumed ordinariness about what is going on. People
make commonsense assumptions about what the ordinary business of any state of affairs
might be and only pause to remark upon things that fall outside of that. The implication
of this is that there are ordinary ways of having riots, the same as anything else. Ordinary
expectations about riots would include things like places being set on fire, guns being
shot, policemen beating people, such that images of such things would not necessarily
invite inspection. Thus the scope for spread of a rumour and the chances of it being called
out trades upon there being background expectations in play such that the things being
proposed fall within the scope of being the ordinary business of stuff like that. And it is
exactly when, for instance, an image falls outside of such background expectations that it
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is subject to remark, open to inspection and potentially rendered in need of an account.
Acceptability
Trust: A further elaboration regarding the points we have made so far is that the
accountability of people also typically comes with notions of trust and rights and responsibilities built in. Of particular moment here is the matter of reporting to known others
versus overhearing and getting stories from unknown others. So, for instance, saying to
someone ’Well Sammy told me such and such’, where the other party also knows who
Sammy is, provides systematically for: the accountability of the speaker to Sammy and
to the person they’re talking to; for the accountability of Sammy for just what he said
to these parties; and for the receiving party as well as to just what they might then be
moved to report. However, overhearing falls outside of these routine arrangements of accountability and trust. So, an overhearing party can just report the such-and-such that was
overheard without the need to make those accountabilities visible. They are only required
to provide provenance if explicitly called to account. With regard to rumours on Twitter
note that, for many Twitter retweets, people are passing on tales from unknown others so
they already stand outside the routine arrangements of trust and accountability.
Membership Categorisation Devices (MCDs)
This refers to a strong orientation people display towards hearing certain things that
might be heard as going together as indeed going together. The phenomenon was first
described by Sacks [47] as a feature of the analysis of stories told by children. He pointed
to the strong tendency of native English speakers to hear the utterance “The baby cried,
the mommy picked it up” in such a way as to understand that it is the mother of the baby
who picks it up, even though this is not actually specified. He elaborated upon a range of
membership categorisation devices together with a set of tying rules (not actually ’rules’
in fact but rather maxims) that provide for how people hear things as going together.
In another discussion of MCDs [Sacks, 1979] discussed how different categorisations of
exactly the same people might be used to do moral work. Thus teenagers might refer
to one another as ’Hotrodders’ (with certain ’cool’ connotations), whilst adults might
refer to them as ’kids in cars’. This then provides for taking quite different positions regarding the matter of driving fast. Slightly later work on MCDs has often focused upon
examples closer to Sacks’ Hotrodders where there is a deliberate use of ’morally contrastive categories’. [Lee, 1984], for instance, in a paper entitled Innocent Victims and
Evil-Doers, discussed in detail the newspaper headline “Girl Guide Aged 14 Raped at
Hell’s Angels Convention”. Here the categorisations deliberately provide for seeing the
parties involved in highly distinct ways. In the context of rumours it is likely that the latter kind of MCDS, drawing upon morally contrastive categories, will prove more fruitful
for inspecting how both the crafting and spread takes place. Points of particular interest
include how MCDs can provide for naturally presumptive work such that certain kinds of
tweets may go unchallenged, e.g., for the London Riots data ’Rioters set Miss Selfridges
on Fire’ is altogether less remarkable and open to inspection than something like ’Grandmother sets Miss Selfridges on Fire’ would be; and amongst certain communities ’Police
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beat a 16-year-old girl’ is potentially more credible than something like ’Councillors beat
a 16-year-old girl’ might be.
Sequential Ordering
Another aspect of conversation analysis looks specifically at how the positioning of
utterances in relation to one another can serve to inform the ways in which they are taken
to be meaningful. Sacks [48] engages in an analysis of the telling of a dirty joke in order
to illustrate this. He works through how the assembly of a set of potentially un-related
utterances into a specific sequence can invite a certain reading where to get the joke is to
see that reading and find it funny. This may be relevant for work on rumours in terms of
how the crafting of specific messages may be taken to be implicative and also in terms of
how to assess different kinds of response, e.g. (from the London Riots data): ’Apparently
McDonalds stormed in tottenham. Rioters proceeded to take over and cook some burger
’n fries. Ya can tell it’s school holidays’.
[Sacks et al., 1974] expressly examine how people orient to turns as ’turns-in-a-series’
in conversation:
“Turns display gross organizational features that reflect their occurrence in a series.
They regularly have a three-part structure: one which addresses the relation of a turn to a
prior, one involved with what is occupying the turn, and one which addresses the relation
of the turn to a succeeding one. These parts regularly occur in that order, an obvious
rational ordering for an organization that latches a turn to the turns on either side of it.”
(ibid).
This, in turn, has important implications for how analysis to turn-taking may proceed
as an analytic enterprise:
“... while understandings of other turns’ talk are displayed to co-participants, they
are available as well to professional analysts, who are thereby afforded a proof criterion
(and a search procedure) for the analysis of what a turn’s talk is occupied with. Since it
is the parties’ understandings of prior turns’ talk that is relevant to their construction of
next turns, it is their understandings that are wanted for analysis. The display of those
understandings in the talk of subsequent turns afford both a resource for the analysis of
prior turns and a proof procedure for professional analyses of prior turns - resources
intrinsic to the data themselves.” (op cit: 725).
In other words, the local analysis of a prior turn that is made visible in a subsequent
turn is itself a resource for our own analysis. It tells us what the participants to a course
of interaction understand to have been done themselves at every step of the way. This
underpins the position we have adopted in the annotation scheme whereby we argue that
what counts as a rumour is what is manifestly taken to be a rumour and handled that way
in the turn that follows what is seen to be the source of the rumour in the first place. Thus
there is no point in looking to any one turn and seeing it as amounting to a rumour in any
free-standing way. It is the turns that follow that will be seen to matter.
An additional feature of the sequential placement of tweets in Twitter relates to how
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Twitter is an ongoing stream of tweets that may be posted and encountered at any time
of day. This being the case, the timeline on Twitter is a powerful temporal ordering
device that quickly becomes a resource for reasoning about posts for those who use it
regularly. It also provides for the temporal organisation of sequences of interrelated posts,
despite the accumulation of other materials between them. In this sense the timeline
and the visible temporal placement of posts within that, complete with time-stamping
and prospective immediate visibility to one’s cohort of followers, makes time of day an
important constraint with regard to what might or might not be accountably posted. Some
posts, for instance breaking news, can be circulated at a wide range of times. Indeed, here
it would be more accountable to wait to post because the whole thing with breaking news
is that it’s posted as soon as you hear of it, not wait until some convenient later moment.
And there are a range of newsworthy topics where immediate telling is expected and
where those who know you might reasonably ask ’why the delay?’ if you do choose to
wait to circulate it. This is much broader than Twitter but is also a relevant feature of
the organisation of people’s Tweets. However, there are other things such as prospective
reading on the way to work, tales of pub exploits or gigs, recountings of lunches, or
even the posting of recipes, that have certain temporal expectations attached such that, for
instance, posting roast dinner recipes at 5 in the morning might reasonably prompt some
of one’s followers to ask ’why that now?’
Another important aspect of sequencing in conversation is the way in which certain elements are tightly bound together in pairs, termed in the literature as ’adjacency
pairs’ (see [Sacks, 1995]). So, returning once again to the materials above regarding
flight AH5017, note that when @flyhellas posts “@flightradar24 What aircraft is used on
that route? A330/738/ATR ?” not only does this indicate a presumption by this follower
that @flightradar24 is possessed of certain kinds of air traffic competence, it also makes
@flightradar24 accountable (and thus responsible) for the production of a reply. These
posts are not, within Twitter, obliged to be literally adjacent in either the stream or the
conversation, but questions like this do still carry the power of implicating some kind of
response. A critical thing here is the way in which the tweeter makes use of a mention by
directly addressing @flightradar24. It can be seen elsewhere in the stream that there are
questions raised that receive no response. @raphaelcock, for instance, produces a post
that apparently implicates a response from @flightradar24 that, at least to the end of the
excerpt about 1 hour and 40 minutes later, has received no response (unless via private
DM). This is interesting because of both the lack of response and the ordinary assumption
as a competent user of Twitter that a response to a question can take some time to appear
without there being any necessary accountability for that. The responsibility is therefore
one of producing an answer, but no longer adjacently or even, necessarily, any time soon
(though this begs the question of just how long would people begin to treat as too long?
Of course, a mention of @raphaelcockx and some part of their question would be enough
to preserve the accountable relation by making the tie apparent. This is a distinction
from verbal communication in that the resources to re-establish relevancy of response are
harder to come by. One can say, ’oh, about that thing you were asking . . . ’ etc., later in a
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conversation and produce the re-binding effect. You can even do it much later by saying
’about that question you asked me earlier/ this morning/last night etc.’ and it would still
work as long as some reminder of the question itself was also produced. Thus it would
appear to be the case that mentions have a particular status as a resource in this kind of
communication for both rendering others responsible and/or accountable for a response
and for demonstrating the binding of a response to some previous post in the timeline.
Reportability & Motive Power
One potentially important aspect of conversation analytic investigations regarding
how people manage topics in conversations is the matter of how topics can get presented
in the first place and, in particular, the notion of ’first topic status’ [51] and how certain
topics may count as ’news’. Conversation analysis points to how certain topics that are
somehow remarkable or worthy of note provide people with the special licence for comment and retelling without the topic having been already implied by something else. This
raises the question as to what counts as mundane or remarkable in what kinds of situations
with regard to different kinds of social media – especially where there is a clear licence
to report the otherwise mundane in certain ways.
What may be of especial concern here is what Sacks and certain other conversation
analysts term ’motive power’. This rides on the observation that for most kinds of topicraising some kind of account is routinely required. The account may often be self-evident
because of other surrounding events or preceding utterances. However, some kinds of
accounts are generative in their own right. Motive power refers to the extent to which
stories and accounts are open to transmission to other people. One of the matters that
impacts upon motive power is what Sacks [48] terms ’investment’. Investment refers to
the degree to which relationships with people carry with them certain rights and obligations. So complete strangers show very little investment in one another, work colleagues
may exhibit an interest in your health or where you are going for your next holiday but
are unlikely to ask detailed questions about your love life, whilst daughters of a certain
age are expected to report most things to their mothers but not necessarily vice versa, and
husbands and wives are expected to tell one another pretty well everything. The upshot of
this is that the number of people to whom you can report having met someone you haven’t
seen for a while on the way to the shops is very limited, whilst having seen a building on
fire is much more widely reportable, and there are certain people who must be told certain
things or trouble will surely follow, e.g., telling your mother you’re getting married.
Another feature of motive power is what Sacks called ’entitlement to experience’.
His observation here was that stories and jokes etc have high motive power according
to the extent to which they convey experience. This is especially about the conveyance
of experience that is out of the way and not otherwise available to you because you can
figure the sheer remarkability of it is a thing that will make it self-evidently appropriate to
report it. You are entitled to share it and other people are entitled to hear about it, which
is not, of course, the case with just any experience you may wish to relate. A secondary
phenomenon that relates to this that is also of interest is the commonplace expectation
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that a telling of a story will prompt the telling of a second story in return by the recipients.
This second story is routinely understood to need to be a telling of something similar that
either happened to you or that you once heard tell of. It is also a primary way in which
conversationalists demonstrate alignment with one another in their views upon different
topics.
The upshot of all this is that matters that can be easily reported across different cohorts
of people are possessed of certain characteristics. Typically they are matters that are
remarkable or at least sufficiently out of the ordinary or representative of some noteworthy
change that they merit report. In this respect they can be seen to overlap largely with
matters we would be inclined to call news. An important additional characteristic of
matters that are recognisable as news is the fact that they have what conversation analysts
call a ’first-topic status’: that is, they can be used independently of other ongoing topics of
conversation to open new conversational threads and delivered apropos of nothing. They
do not usually need to be prefaced, premised, or implicated by other matters in any way
but can be said straight out of the blue without anyone calling you to account for it2 . This
is clearly important for the transmission of rumours which are also often possessed of
news-like characteristics and which are therefore open to: ready articulation as topics in
their own right without special work being undertaken to make space for their production;
articulation to members of other cohorts who you might not otherwise know.
This being the case we can observe that matters of reportability, motive power, retellings and alignment are all of potential significance for the spread of rumours. Some
things that might be rumoured are clearly unlikely to carry relevance for anyone outside of
highly constrained cohort of people (thus the potential distinction offered above regarding
’gossip’). However, other rumours convey matters that are tellable to a much broader set
of people.

10.1.4

The intersubjective constitution of tweeting as a phenomenon

Something already alluded to above is the important to both conversation analytic and
ethnomethodological approaches of the way in which any body of social accomplishments
is an intersubjectively constituted set of accomplishments. These are reflexively organised
around the specific understandings of the parties to those accomplishments of just what it
is they are in the business of accomplishing. Furthermore, any specific feature is indexical
of those mutual understandings in play. This may seem rather densely expressed but what
falls out of it is that, to understand what is being done with any one particular utterance
(or other kind of action) by one party, you need only look to the immediately subsequent
utterance (or action) by the next interactant to see what kind of an action the preceding
utterance has been understood to be. And, where misunderstandings occur (which, of
2

Though it should be noted that they do still need to honour the sequential tying rules of conversation
by being marked out as a new topic, e.g. by saying “Oh, by the way, have you heard. . . ”, “That reminds
me, did you know that. . . ”, and so on.
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course, they do) one need only look on to the utterance after that to see the original
party engaging in some kind of repair. Thus interactants involved in a course of action
routinely make available to others, who have the competence to see it, just exactly what
is going on. Both CA and ethnomethodology trade in bringing this local reasoning into
view. Thus they are occasionally called ’postanalytic’ enterprises because they primarily
work to make more explicit analysis that has already taken place on the part of those who
originally produced the phenomena they are examining. The implication of this (and a
significant challenge) is that annotation schemes truly aligned with conversation analytic
and ethnomethodological approaches would seek not to tag text with externally derived
analytic categories but would rather seek to identify the ways in which any specific tweet
(or comparable phenomenon) has been analysed by members themselves in directly subsequent tweets in order to tag it appropriately. In particular, a focus upon clusters of 2
or 3 interrelated tweets is likely to be fruitful: initial tweet, responding tweet, subsequent
tweet by originator (if there is one). This is a feature already being exploited by the
annotation scheme we have devised.

10.1.5

Following and followers

Something else that falls out of the preceding observations is that it is important to understand properly the subtle mechanics of following/follower relations on Twitter so that
just how their respective activities are aligned with one another and implicative for one
another can be properly explicated. In particular, drawing upon observations first made
in section 6.1.1, we need to note and be able to properly handle the fact that there are,
variously: i) equal part conversations between parties who are mutually following one another, but also ii) audiences of interchange, who follow but are not followed, but who can
nonetheless both comment upon witnessed exchanges and re-circulate those exchanges
amongst their own community of followers, and, additionally, iii) subtle understandings
in play of just who is following you, who your actions might be visible to, and how you
might or might not be accountable to those parties in various ways. As a first step towards
being able to capture this order of detail author types are already being displayed within
the annotation scheme in order to inform reasoning about the status of tweets provided.

10.1.6

Tweeting as a mode of communication

As one works through the preceding body of materials something that becomes important
to recognise is that tweeting is its own form of communication. It is not really conversation as in the sense of the classic forms of dyadic conversation that are the primary
focus of conversation analysis. Nor is it good policy to simply assume that tweeting is
just a specialised variant of traditional conversation in some way. Rather tweeting (or microblogging to use a slightly more formal term) should, in the first instance, be examined
as a phenomenon in its own right with its own orderly characteristics that may or may
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not prove to be tightly aligned with other kinds of communicative practices. Thus the
safest approach is to take the corpus of findings coming out of CA as a starting point for
reflection because conversation is a relatively well-described phenomenon and tweeting
is not, rather than simply assuming that tweeting will operate in much the same way.
In this regard, there is a need to examine how identified ’conversational’ phenomena
within tweeting practices work as locally accountable features of a moral order. That is, as
with any body of practice there are right and wrong ways of going about doing things and
not just anything goes. Thus what happens within tweets may sometimes get explicitly
called to account by other tweeters. Tweeters may themselves offer up ’accounts’ for
why they are proceeding in a certain fashion. Furthermore, one may test the orderly
constitution of tweeting practice by deliberately exploring how it might be otherwise and
what the consequences of doing things differently would be. All of these may serve to
expose the socially mandated character of tweeting as a body of practice and how tweeters
themselves manage it as an orderly set of affairs.

10.1.7

Looking at microblogging as its own job of work with its own
grammars of action

In one of his most formative and programmatic papers called ’Notes on Methodology’,
Sacks makes the following methodological observations about how he first came to be
working with talk and conversation:
“When I started to do research in sociology I figured that sociology could not be
an actual science unless it was able to handle the details of actual events, handle them
formally, and in the first instance be informative about them in the direct ways in which
primitive sciences tend to be informative - that is, that anyone else can go and see whether
what was said is so. And that is a tremendous control on seeing whether one is learning
anything.
“So the question was, could there be some way that sociology could hope to deal
with the details of actual events, formally and informatively? One might figure that it had
already been shown that it was perfectly possible given the vast literature, or alternatively
that it was obviously impossible given the literature. For a variety of reasons I figured that
it had not been shown either way, and I wanted to locate some set of materials that would
permit a test; materials that would have the virtue of permitting us to see whether it was
possible, and if so, whether it was interesting. The results might be positive or negative.
“I started to work with tape-recorded conversations. Such materials had a single
virtue, that I could replay them. I could transcribe them somewhat and study them extendedly - however long it might take. The tape-recorded materials constituted a “good
enough” record of what happened. Other things, to be sure, happened, but at least what
was on the tape had happened. It was not from any large interest in language or from
some theoretical formulation of what should be studied that started with tape-recorded
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conversations, but simply because I could get my hands on it and I could study it again
and again, and also, consequentially, because others could look at what I had studied and
make of it what they could, if, for example, they wanted to be able to disagree with me...
“Thus it is not any particular conversation, as an object, that we are primarily interested in. Our aim is to get into a position to transform, in an almost literal, physical sense,
our view of “what happened,” from a matter of particular interaction done by particular
people, to a matter of interactions as products of a machinery. We are trying to find the
machinery. In order to do so we have to get access to its products. At this point, it is
conversation that provides us such access. . . ”, Sacks [49]: 26-7
So something else to take note of here is that, just as Sacks was able to explore the
production of certain facets of social interaction in a replicable and inspectable way by
using tape-recorded conversations, so we have available to us within P HEME an equally
replicable and inspectable body of recordings in the shape of a stream of tweets coming
out of Twitter. There are some limitations here in that we do not have available to us the
specific individual situation in which people composed and received those tweets.
However, Sacks’ original tape recordings were similarly constrained in that a good
deal of ’what was going on’ was absent from the recordings as far as the specific individuals being recorded were concerned. So what we do have in the corpus of tweets is a
body of live-when-recorded socially produced phenomena that are open to being examined for how they work as – just as Sacks put it – ’products of a machinery’. It is also
worth noting here that, just as Sacks was concentrating on the orderly products of verbal
interaction (often, it turns out, through the mediating technology of the telephone), so it
is important that we focus upon the organisation of tweets in a Twitter stream as orderly
products of an online interaction and focus on their own organisational properties as ’just
that kind of thing’, together with how those properties are made manifest and accountable
within the way they are produced.
Elaborating a little on the preceding points, in that case, when you tweet you don’t typically say you’re just going to chat with someone, talk with someone, speak to someone,
etc. How people articulate having conversations with one another and how they articulate
tweeting, or even just looking on Twitter, are quite different. Throughout his work Coulter [8] makes much use of the notion of what he terms ’sequential grammars of action’.
This idea in outline actually originated with Wittgenstein. Wittgenstein [67] emphasises
in his Philosophical Investigations that a grammar is in no way an explanation of action.
It sets aside questions regarding why people do what they do. Instead it allows for us to
see what resources they have available to them in particular situations and how they use
them: “Grammar does not tell us how language may be constructed in order to fulfil its
purpose, in order to have such-and-such an effect on human beings. It only describes and
in no way explains the use of signs.” (Wittgenstein [67], PI: 496, p 138e).
In that they address questions of ’what’ and ’how’, the grammars of action in play
when people are using Twitter are important. People ’tweet’, they ’retweet’, they ’look at
Twitter’, they ’catch up on Twitter’, and so on. A job that therefore needs to be done is to
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pull out of both Twitter and other sources of reference these different grammatical articulations of what people understand themselves to be doing when they are using Twitter and
to lay these out as the structure of a body of practice. This should then provide for specifying how the different aspects of that body of practice that are articulated through these
grammars are actually accomplished, what their orderly features of production look like,
how those are in turn implicative for further bodies of practice and action and what those
in turn look like. In other words it provides us with an understanding of the sequential
organisation of people’s practices that is grounded quite specifically in the use of Twitter,
rather than taking those sequences to be a species of conversation that is primarily intelligible through reference to situated talk. There is a sense in which this work is preliminary
to other work towards the development of a framework. However, pragmatically it makes
sense to work with this perspective alongside the insights from conversation analysis because these are already to hand, working under the proviso that there will be a process
of refinement and revision over time as our understanding of Twitter use in its own right
develops.

10.1.8

The asynchronous character of microblog exchange

One of the more distinctive features of Twitter and microblog exchange in general is
its asynchronous character. This forms one of the most important differences between
Twitter and face-to-face conversation and some of the consequences of this have already
been indicated, for instance, the absence of necessarily adjacent relations between related
actions and the interleaving of different topics. As this constitutes such a significant
difference it indicates a need to also examine closely how Twitter users systematically
provide for its coherence across asynchronous interaction within the production of their
own actions. Indeed, we have seen through our testing of the annotation scheme how this
coherence is made observable and hence recoverable through the use of Twitter messaging
conventions, in particular, retweet, reply and mention.
A crucial difference between the model of conversation that [Sacks et al., 1974] came
up with and the situation regarding Twitter, that arises from its asynchronous character
and that speaks to the nature of the phenomenon being addressed itself, is the way conversation is organised to provide for the minimization of gap and overlap. Conversation
unfolds in co-present and linearly conjoint interaction such that gaps and overlaps are
disruptive to the effective realisation of conversational talk. Tweets, by contrast, are textual productions that are, by virtue of the technical apparatus that enables them to be
produced, both contiguous and without overlap. Thus this is not a problem to which the
construction of tweets needs to be addressed. What one does encounter in Twitter, in
particular in the context of what might be assembled by Twitter itself as a conversation,
are phenomena such as: ’the complete absence of a turn’, that is to say a turn by a certain
party may be projectible but not forthcoming (we saw examples of questions without answers in the AH5017 conversation above); ’the conjoint production of largely unrelated
turns’, that is to say, two (or more) followers may set out to respond to an immediate prior
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simultaneously in distinct ways, with the construction of Twitter resulting in their posts
being assembled in the timeline consecutively even though they have no relation at all to
each other but only to the prior turn (this, too, is evident in the AH5017 materials)3 . It
thus falls to the recipients of the conversation to disambiguate the relationship of the various turns to one another without the availability of their sequential production standing
as a resource for such disambiguation (as it would in conversation), outside of the gross
fact that certain turns can be seen to precede others and that a turn will, by necessity, be
addressed to some other turn that precedes it rather than one that comes after it in the
timeline. The importance of this distinction between twitter-based conversation and actual co-present conversation needs to be stressed. When [Sacks et al., 1974]: 715 delve
into part of the issue of why talking at once might be a problem and how the turn-taking
system provides an economical method for handling that problem, they discuss in particular how the model, by providing for the analysability of a turn of talk over the course
of its production, might be impaired if turns were allowed to overlap, making projection
of completion difficult to accomplish4 . Twitter has effectively obviated the need for the
turn-taking system in operation to handle this kind of problem by making it technically
impossible for there to be overlapping turns.
However, in that Twitter use has moved beyond the original conceptualization by its
originators of something that was largely designed to effect information exchange, and
towards something that is oriented to as a device for specific user-to-user interaction over
extended turns (as is recognised in the way Twitter now clusters related posts as conversations), the preceding observations also present a unique challenge to Twitter as it is currently constructed and the extent to which it can really be seen to operate as a conversation
because it does not provide in the same way for systematically projectible conversational
turns.
A further matter that is crucially bound up with the production of conversation in
co-present interaction is the ongoing analysability of an utterance in the course of its
production for its projectible point of completion5 and for the kind of work that is being
3

Whilst it is organizationally different from this in a number of respects, [Sacks et al., 1974]: 712 do
observe that the model they are proposing is foundationally geared to turn-taking in dyadic conversation
with just two parties and that the addition of other parties can ramify. One of the ramifications they point to
is that, when there are four or more parties, the talk can split up into more than one concurrent conversation
with divergent talk happening at the same moment in time.
4
In relation to, and in support of this they note that one kind of overlap is routinely acceptable in
conversational exchange: “With regard to the ’begin with a beginning’ constraint and its consequences, a
familiar class of constructions is of particular interest. Appositional beginnings, e.g. well, but, and, so etc.,
are extraordinarily common, and do satisfy the constraints of a beginning. But they do that without revealing
much about the constructional features of the sentence thus begun, i.e. without requiring that the speaker
have a plan in hand as a condition for starting. Furthermore, their overlap will not impair the constructional
development or the analysability of the sentence they begin. Appositionals, then, are turn-entry devices or
pre-starts, as tag questions are exit devices or post-completers.” ([Sacks et al., 1974]: 715)
5
Thus [Sacks et al., 1974]: 709 also note how variable turn-length is itself partly constituted by the
nature of sentential constructions, which may themselves be extended through the inclusion of sub-clauses
etc., and, in addition, comment that: “Sentential constructions are capable of being analysed in the course
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done, such that a next speaker can be identified, can know when it is appropriate to speak,
and can know what kind of a thing their own turn might need to accomplish6 . Indeed,
Sacks et al go so far as to suggest that the organisation of the turn-taking system may
even key on all turns of talk having “points of possible unit completion . . . which are
projectible before their occurrence” ([Sacks et al., 1974]: 716). They justify the proposed
importance of people’s orientation to this, on the basis of the empirical materials they
have accumulated, by saying that:
“Examination of where . . . ’next turn starts’ occur in current turns shows them to occur at ’possible completion points’. These turn out to be ’possible completion points’
of sentences, clauses, phrases, and one-word constructions, and multiples thereof”.
([Sacks et al., 1974]: 717).
Clearly, recipients of tweets are able to engage in a post-analysis of the whole turn
at their leisure, even to the point of re-examining it multiple times, before they complete
their reasoning about such matters, and without the pressure of needing to step straight
in when up-and-coming completion of an utterance is recognised. This lack of in situ
pressure to analyse and respond also renders tweeting distinct from certain other kinds
of text exchange such as live chatting and it provides for some of Twitter’s most unique
organisational characteristics, including the scope for topically-bound conversations to
unfold over very extended periods of time.

10.2

The organisation of rumour as a feature of microblog exchange

In this section of the chapter we are going to move on to specifically examining examples
of already annotated tweet-exchanges where certain rumour-relevant characteristics have
been identified. Moving beyond the basic annotations we are going to discuss specifically
the organisational characteristics of the tweets in terms of the social science-based framework of analysis we have outlined above. This analysis will seek to move us beyond the
primarily linguistic-based articulations of the rumour types based upon the existing annotations and towards unpacking what some of these conversations might amount to as
social phenomena of various kinds.
As described elsewhere in this the deliverable, during the annotation process rumours
can be browsed in two ways: by accuracy (true, false, unverified) and by acceptability
of their production by a party/hearer able to use such analyses to project their possible directions and
completion loci.”
6
Here [Sacks et al., 1974]: 710 point to the fact that, whilst ’what parties say is not specified in advance’,
certain kinds of turns do pre-figure what may thus be done with a subsequent turn, even if its exact content
is not pre-specified. They additionally note that this feature can have an impact upon speaker selection in
that certain types of turns pre-figure who the next speaker might be and what it is incumbent upon them to
do.
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(speculation, controversy, agreement). We will look briefly here at each of these potential
understandings of rumours and their outcomes from a conversation analytic perspective to
elaborate further some of the methodical practices and kinds of reasoning that are visible.
Within specific examples it should be noted that the following additional features are
displayed: a) how the posts have been annotated; and b) information (where available)
about the ’actor types’ for the individual tweeters, giving confidence levels ranging from
1 (lowest) to 7 (highest), whether they have been verified or not, and whether they belong
to a journalist/news organisation or not.

10.2.1

’True’ rumours

Figure 10.5: Example of a true rumour.

The short conversation in Figure 10.5 refers to a post releasing a set of photos taken
from eyewitness video of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris. Here the validity of the
original post is not brought into question and the remaining posts take the form of commentary upon it. Notice how the annotations similarly support the certainty of the claim
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of the first, evidence-based post and the subsequent character of the posts as commentary.
The origination of the post with a news organization also plays into its truth status here.
Something of interest here is the way it demonstrates relatively simply the point made
earlier regarding the extent to which people can self-select in order to respond to prior
tweets. The relative embedding of posts in the representation above attempts to capture
that extent to which tweets are related. However, another point of interest is how the
tweeters involved are aligning to subtly distinct matters of topic, distinctions that are not
wholly commensurate with the post relationships themselves. What we can see here are
three related but different concerns being addressed by the parties who are tweeting. Some
are concerned to assign a moral ascription to the matter overall, e.g. ’terrible’. A second
set of posts concern themselves with the identity of the wounded man as a police officer.
The third set are focused upon the utterances shouted out by the attackers. A further level
of topical richness is present in the way that one of the tweeters, @AwakeDeborah, is
actually addressing both the identity of the wounded man and what was shouted out. One
post, from @Glusguglielmi, also looks at the prospective actions to be taken to capture
the attackers.
The mentions here indicate the post relations to some degree. First of all every post
cites @MashableNews, the producer of the original tweet. A couple of others also refer
to @Raquel75 who produced the assessment ’terrible’, reinforcing this in various ways.
Suggestions within the stream that the wounded man is a police officer, however, which
(at least temporally) originate with @Jassalicious, make no mention of the original poster.
It is taken up (perhaps independently) by @AwakeDeborah and it is her posts that get a
mention from @DeborahFStuart with another value assessment: “So sad”. @AwakeDeborah’s posts are actually interesting also for how they display the scope for Twitter to support extended conversational turns and the way the temporal organization of the stream
together with the self-selection norm can result in extensive fragmentation of such turns.
Her full turn effectively amounts to “That poor man pictured was a police officer . . . killed
by armed terrorists who shouted, “the prophet is avenged” after slaughtering him. . . The
same way ISIS shouts it. However, Al queda (sp?) is claiming the attack”. However,
the latter part of this sits as an isolated and seemingly disconnected post at the end of
the stream, undermining its topical coherence in relation to the preceding posts (to which
it appears irrelevant) until one sees how it is a continuation of her second post instead.
The attempt by users to produce extended turns of this order, and the degree to which
Twitter has not yet developed an interface that can properly that can properly support this
kind of routine conversational feature, is indicative both of what Twitter may still need
to do to evolve into a turn-exchange system like conversation and also of the challenges
that still confront us to be able to analyse turns in a sequence. What a user producing
tweets may understand as a turn in a sequence, and how it appears as a feature of the
Twitter conversational sequence are clearly distinct. In that isolated fragments of a turn
may appear out of sequence, this provides for further scope for them to be potentially
misunderstood, and that in turn provides for the possibility of such fragments to become
a source of misinformation and rumour, regardless of what the originator may have been
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trying to accomplish.

Figure 10.6: Example of a rumour on the Charlie Hebdo killings, where the truth status
of the original post is not brought to question.

The example in Figure 10.6 is supplied by way of contrast because here again the
topic is photos taken of the Charlie Hebdo killings, once again the truth status of the
original post is not brought into question and the originating source is a news organization.
However, this time the nature of the original post is called to account in other ways,
attending to the appropriateness of making the post in the first place. Annotation of the
originating post indicates a very similar status to the previous example, but many of the
other posts are not just considered to be comments but to also be engaged in agreement
or disagreement with other posts within the stream.
The basic bone of contention here is whether showing a picture of a man at the moment of his death is an insensitive and inappropriate thing to do for a news oganisation.
Topically, as with the preceding post, this conversation is richer than it might at first seem.
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The proposition, first raised by @andreemurphy and subsequently aligned with by 4 other
tweets, that the Independent should not have posted the picture, actually becomes a vehicle for articulating a discussion regarding the relationship between Islam and terrorism
and the latter posts in the stream are largely addressed more to this topic, motivated by
the post initially from @Ranask35 “Islam never Support Terrorist”.
So what we see across both of the Twitter conversations provided here as examples of
what might be categorized within the annotation scheme as ’True’ rumours, is a buried
topical richness within what can be broadly classified as comments, that demonstrates
how originating posts can be implicative for a wide range of conversational actions that
may themselves then be implicative in other ways. One of the features of the Simplest
Systematics for Conversation model outlined by [Sacks et al., 1974] is the way conversational turns have a constraining effect upon what subsequent turns within the sequence
may look like. What we see happening here in Twitter is an ongoing orientation to topical coherence that seems to carry across such systems, but also, through the vehicle of
ready-to-hand and temporally discontinuous self-selection, a means of extending beyond
the bounds of what work topical coherence might do within conventional face-to-face
conversation. This is significant for how chains of related and unrelated content may unfold and how it may be worked with by others and it provides an indication of another
systematic feature within Twitter that may provide for its effectiveness as a vehicle for
rumorous content.

10.2.2

’False’ rumours

The Twitter stream in Figure 10.7 tackles a prospectively rumorous post from a variety of
perspectives, displaying a number of ways in which accountability mechanisms may be
visibly brought to bear upon unfolding content of this kind. Ultimately it turns out that
the foundation of the post as a ’false’ rumour hinges upon a confusion of events. The
initial post cites the New York Times as saying the Canadian soldier shot in the Ottawa
shootings has died. Responses to this initially don’t bring it into question and instead
align with content in ways that are similar to the example in Figure 10.5. However, a post
then enters the stream saying that Canadian TV is reporting that the soldier is alive. There
are then numerous posts aligning with this post, some of which call the original tweeter
to account for having posted false information. It is only towards the end of the stream
that a post turns up that suggests the possibility that there has been a confusion of events
with the death of the soldier referring to an earlier event in Quebec instead. Annotations
here are richer capturing the mix of responses with tags that indicate both disgreement
with the original post and agreement with subsequent posts, as well as appeals for more
information. Interestingly there are subtleties of interchange here that evade capture in
the scheme, indicating areas in which there is scope for further work. The critical post
that clarifies the source of confusion and provides a point of disambiguation is annotated
as a comment, which, within the constraints of the scheme, it clearly is. What is not yet
captured in sufficient depth perhaps is the range of conversational work ’comments’ may
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Figure 10.7: Example of a false rumour.

be seen to accomplish.
The primary cohering feature across this exchange is the mention throughout of the
original tweeter, @DaveBeninger. Groups of tweets within the exchange, however, then
cohere around a range of other mentions, not all of whom are even visible within the
stream, possibly because they simply retweeted the posts of others, e.g.: @cherylnorrad;
@frednewschaser; @big rudo; @bebeasley; and so on. A matter of potential importance
here is the kinds of considerations being brought to bear by people when they use mentions within conversational streams like this. A question open to further exploration, for
instance, is the extent to which people mention people they directly follow, even if they
only received a retweet, rather than simply tagging their response with the names of originators within the overall conversation. It is possible that mentions like this may serve as a
way of ’doing politeness’, providing an acknowledgement of their own source and showing an orientation towards accountability for this kind of work. If tweeters systematically
choose to cite the person they follow as an originator within a conversational stream this
provides a prospective future mechanism for unraveling how the chains of communication
within the spread of a rumour may have unfolded.
Another small feature of interest within this particular example is the way in which
disalignment and dispute of the original tweet gets marked out within the textual realization of the response. This echoes observations in the conversation analytic literature of
how speakers will mark out dispreferred responses in conversation, such as disagreement,
in unique ways that provide for the seeability of the up-and-coming response and giving
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the original speaker an opportunity to therefore engage in repair. The most classic marker
here is a pause before reponse, or the extended use of non-linguistic utterances such as
’erm’, or ’um’. Because Twitter is neither face-to-face not temporally continuous in its
organization these kinds of devices, attuned tightly to the systematic concern discussed
above of providing for the avoidance of conversational gaps and overlaps, are of little
effect. However, if we look at the posts above we see some interesting small details that
are worth pointing out. Thus @teesock’s first post that indicates the original post is open
to questions contain two points of note: 1) the prefacing of the post with ’Ugh’, which
may not amount to a delay of reponse in conventional terms but does nonetheless seem
to do work as a dispreference marker, testifying perhaps to the legacy of an existing conversation apparatus that informs how people understand they may go about doing things
like this; 2) the capitalization of the final word ’ALIVE’, which also serves to mark out
the specific detail being contested. We then see the following post from @shawnlynch23
closing the post with a question mark which subtly marks out the manner in which the
disagreement is being done: this contesting position is not being proposed as certain;
adding question intonation to the concluding word of the text also alludes to how this
remark might be delivered in actual face-to-face conversation, once again indicating that
tweeters themselves may be attuned to a situated conversation base for how they construct
some of their responses. The subsequent post from @CharleyPride78 also does some of
the same kind work by concluding the text with an exclamation mark. So none of these
immediately contesting posts engage in simple bold counter-assertion to indicate that a
post may be false. Instead they draw on the mechanics of ordinary everyday conversation
to mark out a manner of dispute that testifies to a recognition of the fact that disagreement
is somehow also dispreferred as a conversational act.

10.2.3

’Unverified’ Rumours

In Figure 10.8 we see a relatively straightforward interchange unfolding around a post that
has circulated an unverified report from the Daily Mail that Vladimir Putin might be missing. The subsequent posts are all of the order of comments upon this, delivering a range
of perspectives including a video-based joke of kinds that points to a clip on YouTube.
The annotations capture accurately the potentially dubious character of the claim made in
the originating post and the status of the rest of the conversation as commentary.
What is interesting here is the way in which the subsequent comments do not directly
express skepticism regarding the status of the original post but rather offer up a series of
speculations regarding what an explanation might be if the rumour turns out to be true.
Nearly all of the posts indicate a subtle orientation to the potentially dubious character of
the rumour by providing responses that are readably humorous or tongue in cheek in some
way. This is something for which it is extremely hard to annotate in any rigorous fashion
but which, in its articulation, indicates how an original post may be being oriented to by its
recipients. A further important feature here relate to how the original post is itself delivered which is also articulated in potentially humorous terms. Conversationally-speaking
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Figure 10.8: Example of an unverified rumour.

seeably humorous or tongue-in-cheek utterances constrain what accountable responses
might look like. Typically, to take a readably humorous proposition as a serious statement
and to produce an utterance that has visibly analysed it that way is, in ordinary everyday conversation, subject to a variety of reasoned responses that effectively serve to close
the inappropriate character of the response down. These can be by means of: a) repair
– expressly explaining the ’joke’ so that the other party can see what was intended; b)
subjecting the inappropriate response to a teasing response of some kind in its own right,
which serves much the same function as the preceding case by making it visible that the
original utterance was taken the wrong way; or c) by reasoning in various overt or less
overt ways that the respondent ’has no sense of humour’, and thus edging them out of
the conversation by not treating the inappropriate utterance as implicative for their own
subsequent utterances in any way. In the above sequence we can see that the contributors
to the stream have all recognized and worked within the constraint of the way the original
post delivered as prospectively tongue-in-cheek. A question that arises here, and that is
of moment for the potential spread of rumours, is the degree to which the kinds of repair
and manage strategies for handling inappropriate readings of original utterances in conversation outlined above, may exist within the organization of conversational streams on
Twitter. Without local management of this kind, scurrilously rumorous tweets may well
be open to having wrong readings of them open to propagation without control.
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Speculation

Figure 10.9: Example of an speculative rumour.

In the conversation in Figure 10.9 that tackles the topic of the shooting of the black
teenager Mike Brown by police in Ferguson, we see an original post that alludes to speculation regarding the status of Mike Brown as a criminal or otherwise and the motives of
the police regarding how they are handling his death. Despite its brevity the unfolding
work going on in this conversation is more complex and this, too, is captured by the annotations, which recognize the absence of evidence attaching to the claims present in the
originating post and presence of both disagreement with the post and with the need for
more evidence in the subsequent stream.
What is interesting here is the range of work that can be going on within something
that might be broadly characterized as disagreement. It is worth tracking this through a
little:
So, in the opening post from @scATX we can see a series of relatively bald statements
that, in the absence of supporting materials, might be read as the expression of an opinion
that implies a particular, speculative view regarding the motives of the Ferguson Police
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Department in the matter. All of the subsequent posts are addressed to this initial post,
marking out their relationship to it with a preliminary mention of @scATX. One post,
from @adjordan also mentions another party, @taiping2, whose posts are not visible in
the stream (see the discussion of mentions like this in section 6.2.2 above). The first response post from @mcbyrne effectively aligns with the original post and adds a further
layer of speculation, i.e. that the police ’may have been racially profiling him as a suspect’. However, the next post from @Moneyman2626 is quite distinct. Here @scATX is
effectively called to account for the original post, the implication being that @scATX has
proceeded in an inappropriate way for a journalist (which, importantly, indicates specific
knowledge regarding the original source on the part of this respondent). Note also how the
calling to account here is managed: it is not a direct case of ’what do you mean?’, or ’why
would you say that?’, etc. Instead there is first of all a statement of how journalists should
behave and then a readably sarcastic description of how @scATX is seen to have behaved.
This an obvious case of disagreement but, in the work it accomplishes as a calling to account, it is also much more than that, demonstrating the extent to which Twitter offers
similar mechanisms for doing this kind of work, despite the organisational constraints
within which tweeters have to operate. The subsequent post from @DebraWinters28 is
doing something else again. Here she tacitly works with @scATX’s proposition that the
police have decided to dress Mike Brown up as a criminal and uses it to question that
reasoning the police were using if that was the case, finding inconsistencies in their behaviour that may be read equally as alignment with @scATX’s point of view, pointing
to flaws in police practice instead, or as grounds for questioning @scATX’s proposition
by finding it inconsistent with how the police behaved. The next post from @adjordan is
more clearly aligned with the original post and it uses @scATX’s proposition as a vehicle
to index a story of inappropriate police behaviour across America, which is once again
more than just simple alignment and nothing else. The final post from @WebsteGilley
takes a different line and reformulates the orginal post slightly to make it readable in a
different way: it was not Mike Brown’s movements that led to his death but, by implication, the fact he was there at all. This post is particularly problematic for annotation
because it is not quite just a case of disagreement, In some ways it is actually aligned with
the original post. However, it uses a routine conversational practice of reformulation to
transform the original post to speak to a different set of concerns to the ones that might
have originally motivated it.
What we see, then, in the detail of how this conversation unfolds, is a series of quite
distinct accomplishments that are not easy to capture in generic terms, demonstrating
how, as one moves into conversational domains where there is larger potential for a range
of possible responses, such as in the case of speculation and controversy, there may be
a need to develop further ways of handling the different implications of the different
kinds of response that moves beyond just questions of agreement or disagreement with an
original post.
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Controversy

Figure 10.10: Example of a controversial rumour.

The example in Figure 10.10 presents a conversation that unfolds regarding the final
moments of the German Wings plane before it crashed in the French Alps. The annotations capture both the presence of potentially unverified elements in the originating post
and the variety of responses it generates. What is interesting here is how the focus of the
controversy is not so much the accuracy or otherwise of the basic claim that a distress
signal came from the plane before it crashed, but rather the choice of words to gloss that
which are used in the original Mashable posting. Indeed, all of the subsequent posts are in
some way directed to the choice of signaling ’911’ to describe the claimed event, taking
Mashable to task for having expressed it in this way.
The importance of this example is in how it demonstrates a need to be attentive to
the grounds of disagreement with an originating post. The bulk of the controversy here
revolves around the fact that Mashable, clearly oriented to an American audience, has use
a specific Americanism to describe the production of a distress call, i.e. ’calling 911’,
though it should be noted that one of the posts in the stream also questions that description ’dropping out of midair’. If, as several of the posts suggest, a term such as calling
’Mayday’ had been used, clearly the grounds of controversy here would have been quite
distinct. One can call a tweeter to account for the appropriateness or otherwise of using a
specific term quite readily, as the flurry of posts here demonstrates. A calling to account
for the post if it had used the term ’Mayday’ would have needed to be more concerned
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with the accuracy of the claim itself, not the embedded descriptors. This is an altogether
different order of work. Having posted this as a reasonable claim the questioning of its
accuracy has to itself present grounds for why it might want to call the claim into question (see the discussion of the Ottawa shooting report in section 6.2.2 above). Failure
to present a reason for why a claim is considered dubious is to allow for the possibility
that the questioning might itself be called to account, with just saying you don’t believe
it not being quite enough. What this underscores is that, whilst controversy about specific details might take the form visible in the example above, controversy directed to the
actual claims present in posts needs to be systematically organized around the form of
claims and counterclaims to meet the demands of ordinary conversational practice. And
it would seem to be the case that this organizational principle is as relevant in Twitter as
it is in other language based turn-taking systems where the production of a visible claim
is possible in the first place.

10.2.6

Agreement

Figure 10.11: Example of an agreement rumour.

In the final example in Figure 10.11 we see a series of posts relating to the Sydney siege and the news that the siege has ended. The initial annotations capture the fact
that the support for the initial post is based upon a series of hashtags rather than urls or
other evidence, and the post is actually assigned a status that is only ’somewhat certain’.
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Nonetheless, subsequent annotations recognize the way in which the rest of the conversation amounts to a set of aligning comments on this initial post with varying indicators of
relief and commendation for the Australian police. All of which adds up to a strong body
of agreement even though it is not quite characterized that way.
The problem here is one of identifying just what is being aligned with exactly. The
Sydney News source here that originates the claim that the siege has ended does not take
a specific moral stance with regard to the news. So what one gets here is not strong
agreement with the claim the siege is over (and we have already discussed above how the
work of contesting such a claim would look quite different anyway). Instead there is a
strong body of alignment with regard to what an appropriate moral response to such news
should look like. The issue to be confronted here is that this kind of alignment, although
distinct from the original post, is fateful for how an unfolding rumour may get handled.
We can see this in the example in Figure 10.7 where what might be termed ’appropriate
moral responses’ to the news of the death of a soldier are already beginning to bubble
up when they are cut across by the production of a direct counterclaim to the news. It
is hard to produce an ’appropriate moral response’ without also providing some kind of
indicator as to the thing you are responding in that way to. Thus these kinds of ordinary
conversational productions of alignment and agreed forms of response are tremendously
powerful for simultaneously promoting the original claim in order to evidence what is
being responded to. Thus it is no coincidence that what one sees in the example above are
multiple reiterations of the original source tweet as a component part of the response.
We have emphasized above the importance of attending to the three turn structure and
the need to look at not just source tweets but how they are handled in turn by other responses on the timeline. What we see in the specific kinds of cases of agreement presented
here is a need to also systematically consider how the response tweets may themselves
have important implications for what might be classed as agreement, speculation, controversy, and so on. Looking back one again to Example 3 above it can be seen that the
annotation scheme has a built in mechanism for dealing with this kind of concern because
it provides annotators with a means of annotating regarding the nature of the response
not just in relation to the source tweet but also in relation to the previous tweet in the
conversational stream.

10.3

Conclusion

In this chapter we have sought to present the way in which we have turned to the social
scientific disciplines of conversation analysis and ethnomethodology in order to extend
beyond the initial annotation scheme and to begin to enrich it with a deeper body of
understanding of real-world social practice and interactional methodologies. We have
also outlined how the accomplishment of this turns upon moving beyond just using conversation analysis as a frame and involves instead taking microblogging and the use of
Twitter as a discrete domain of practice that requires analysis in its own terms. In order
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to explicate this further we have looked systematically at a range of significant objects
of interest in the conversation analytic literature and how the handling of these needs to
be reconfigured in order to make it speak properly to microblogging as an organizational
phenomenon in it own right.
Finally, we have taken a small set of examples of already annotated rumours in the
corpus in order to examine how some parts of the approach we have been advocating may
be brought to bear in order to further enrich our understanding of just what might be going
on over the course of the production and dissemination of such tweets. Clearly such analysis can be extended much further and there is a need to further refine our understanding
of the organizational characteristics of Twitter-use, but already it can be seen that valuable
progress in this direction has been made.

Chapter 11
Discussion
This document describes our efforts for developing an annotation scheme for rumours
spread on social media, putting it into practice for the annotation of a large-scale dataset
of social media rumours, as well as performing a qualitative analysis of these annotated rumours. The annotation scheme has been developed in the context of the P HEME project’s
Work Package 2, and it enables the annotation of conversation aspects that occur around
rumours in social media. Having tested and validated this annotation scheme through
an iterative process, including experienced users on site at UWAR’s premises, as well as
crowdsourced annotators recruited online, we have applied it to a large-scale dataset. The
dataset used as input at this point has been put together in collaboration with SWI and
ATOS for Work Package 8. This dataset of rumours and non-rumours has been enriched
for our purposes of analysing conversations around rumours, and expanded with more
content from other media, languages, and additional metadata. The application of the annotation scheme to the resulting dataset has produced an annotated corpus of 330 Twitter
threads in English and German, including overall 4,842 tweets.
The qualitative analysis performed on a small subset of this annotated corpus allowed
us to examine how some parts of the approach we have been advocating may be brought
to bear in order to further enrich our understanding of just what might be going on over
the course of the production and dissemination of such tweets.
The dataset produced in this Work Package and presented in this deliverable will be
publicly released in month 24. At the time of delivering this document, we release a
small sample of it, which includes 8 threads in English and 2 in German. This dataset is
an expanded version of that released in WP8, providing scheme-based annotation for a
subset of 330 threads, as well as information flows and media links.
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